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Abstract
Clean and renewable energy has drawn much attention recently due to the increasing demand
for more energy and environmental issues. New materials have been developed and the
improved performance of such materials have been achieved in the past decades. It has been
proved that application of external high pressure can significantly tune the structure of
materials. Consequently, the properties of the materials could also be modified. Therefore, in
this thesis, we focused on the high-pressure studies of two classes of energy storage
materials, hydrogen storage materials and solar cell materials. Ammonia borane (AB) has
been extensively investigated as an excellent hydrogen storage material, and abundant
derivatives of AB with lower dehydrogenation temperatures and better kinetics have been
obtained. Three AB derivatives, sodium amidoborane (NaAB), hydrazine borane (HB), and
ethane 1,2-diamineborane (EDAB) have been studied under high pressure for the first time
using in-situ vibrational spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffraction. Structural
transformations and interactions between molecules in the crystals have been explored for all
three materials. It was also found that the ionic interaction, dihydrogen bonding and
hydrogen bonding existing between the molecules in the crystals, which stabilize the crystal
structures and may play an important role in the process of the dehydrogenation of materials.
Significantly, our studies could also be a guidance for the designing of the new hydrogen
storage material by substituting the hydrogen atoms on either B or N atoms to modify the
reactivity of B-H and N-H bonds. Formamidinium lead iodide (FAPbI3) perovskite as a
superior solar cell material was investigated under high pressure using in situ synchrotron Xray diffraction, FTIR spectroscopy, photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, electrical
conductivity (EC) measurements, and ab initio calculations. Structural stabilities of two
polymorphs of FAPbI3 and the interactions between organic and inorganic moieties have
been explored on compression, and pressure tuned optoelectric properties of FAPbI3 were
also studied. Moreover, our investigation thus provides valuable insight into the design and
engineering of organolead halide perovskite-based solar cell materials. Overall, our highpressure studies of energy storage materials could provide the insight into the pressure-tuned
structures and properties of the materials.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

1.1 Energy storage materials
1.1.1

Energy source

Over the past several decades, the prosperous economy has been witnessed all over the
world due to the high speed of industrial development and the progress of new
technologies. However, the rapid growth of the global economy leads to various kinds of
scientific and social problems, such as the energy crisis and the environmental
deterioration. Nowadays, we rely on oil, natural gas and coal (the fossil fuels) for nearly
85% of our current energy needs, and such fossil fuels will eventually run out in the near
future, considering that the consumption of global energy is still increasing year by
year.1-3 Moreover, the combustion and utilization of fossil fuels not only produces
massive greenhouse gas CO2 and other hazardous emissions, but also requires a wealth of
consumption of other energies. Thus, replacement of the traditional energy source by
clean and renewable energy is in urgent demand.
Accordingly, the development of renewable energy has received much attention.
Substantial progress has been made on the investigation of alternative energy sources,
including hydrogen energy, solar energy, nuclear energy, wind energy, and so on.4-7
According to REN21 (renewable energy policy network for the 21st century) global status
report,8 the renewable energy in power generation grew by 17% in 2017, higher than the
10-year average rate (16.2%). Even more, renewable energies provided 26% of global
electricity and accounted for an estimated 70% of net additions to global power
generation capacity in last year, which shows the strong promises for the global energy
transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy in the future.1, 8 Particularly, hydrogen
and solar energy sources are attractive due to their excellent properties among all forms
of renewable energy.
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Hydrogen is one promising energy carrier because it is highly efficient and nontoxic.
Moreover, the oxidation product of hydrogen is only water, which is environmentally
friendly. Furthermore, hydrogen has extraordinary high energy density with 142 MJ/Kg,
three times as high as liquid hydrocarbon based fuels.9 Such outstanding properties make
hydrogen one of the most promising candidates for portable applications.10-11
Another option to replace the fossil fuels is solar energy, as the annual amount of solar
energy reaching the surface of the Earth is 1,575 – 49,837 EJ (EJ = 1018 J), which is
several times larger than the total world energy consumption in one year.8 Solar energy
could be directly converted into electricity by solar cells, based on photovoltaics effect,
which is the creation of voltage and electric current in a material upon exposure to
light.12-14 Another benefit of solar energy is that both home and business users can easily
deploy it as it does not require any huge setup, which makes it one of the most widely
used renewable energy source.

1.1.2

Hydrogen storage materials

In order to achieve the goal of wide utilization of hydrogen energy source, hydrogen
storage is considered to be the first and most important step. However, the efficient and
safe hydrogen storage has long been a technological barrier before the usage of hydrogen
energy.15 Traditionally, the high-pressure tank technique and cryogenic technique are the
most commercialized methods, which are impractical for the wide application of
hydrogen due to the safety concerns and volumetric constraints. Therefore, developing
hydrogen storage materials is regarded as a key point for portable applications of
hydrogen energy. In order to guide the research of hydrogen storage materials, the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) developed a target, i.e., a hydrogen storage system should
meet a gravimetric capacity of 7.5 wt% usable H2 and a volumetric capacity of 0.07 kg
usable H2 L-1.16 Besides, other preferred factors affecting the commercial applications of
hydrogen

storage

materials

are

adequate

temperature/rate, cycling stability and low cost.4,
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hydrogenation-dehydrogenation
There are typically two types of

hydrogen storage materials currently: physical storage materials and chemical storage
materials.15, 18-19
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In the category of physical storage materials, metal organic frameworks (MOFs) has been
considered as a promising hydrogen storage material. In such cases, hydrogen is adsorbed
on the surface and channels via van der Waals force, so the hydrogen storage capacity
mainly depends on the surface area of MOFs.18 In contrast to the physical hydrogen
storage materials, chemical storage materials show completely different interaction with
hydrogen. Usually, this kind of materials consist of hydrogen atoms and other elements,
such as simple hydrides, (e.g. NaH), complex hydrides, (e.g. Mg(AlH4)2) and chemical
hydrides, (e.g. NH3BH3), hydrogen would be released when the materials are heated.
These chemical storage materials have high hydrogen gravimetric densities and could
serve as the basis for rechargeable hydrogen storage systems. In addition, easy synthesis
method and low price make them more attractive and commercially available compared
to MOFs. Among these hydrogen storage materials, compounds with B-N bond have
recently received considerable attention as potential hydrogen storage materials, such as
ammonia borane and its derivatives.11, 20
Ammonia borane (AB) is one of the most promising solid-state materials for potential
hydrogen storage.21 This molecular material is stable at room temperature and pressure,
neither flammable nor explosive. Moreover, it possesses a high hydrogen content of 19.6
%, which makes it competitive among all these candidates. AB has been extensively
investigated by vibrational spectroscopy, neutron diffraction and synchrotron XRD, the
researches on AB revealed a characteristic feature in its structure, the dihydrogen bond N ̶
H···H ̶ B, which is the interaction between the hydrogen atoms bonded respectively to B
and N atoms, such hydrogen atoms have opposite charges due to the different
electronegativity of the B and N atoms.21-22 In the molecule of AB, because of the
stronger electronegativity of N atoms, the hydrogen atoms bonded to nitrogen atoms are
protonic in character. Whereas boron is less electronegative than hydrogen, the hydrogen
atoms bonded to boron atoms are hydridic in character (the electronegativity of N, B and
H are 3.04, 2.04 and 2.20). These two different charged hydrogen species form a network
of N ̶ H···H ̶ B dihydrogen bonds, which stabilize the structure of NH3BH3 as a molecular
solid with much higher melting point (104 °C). Besides, the dihydrogen bonds also
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participate in the dehydrogenation process of AB to lower the decomposition
temperature. The thermal decomposition of AB follows three steps:
NH3BH3 (s) → [NH2BH2] (s) +H2 (g)

(1)

[NH2BH2] (s) → [NHBH] (s) + H2 (g)

(2)

[NHBH] (s) → BN (s) + H2 (g)

(3)

The first step occurs between 70 °C and 112 °C, followed by the decomposition of
[NH2BH2] from about 110 °C to nearly 200 °C. The last step occurs at temperatures in
excess of 500 °C, which is thus not considered practical for hydrogen storage.23-24
However, two main drawbacks of ammonia borane still hold back the practical use of it,
i.e., the high decomposition temperature and releasing of toxic borazine during the
decomposition process.25 Many approaches have been developed to overcome these two
obstacles, such as nanoconfining ammonia borane into SBA-15,26 doping other basemetal catalysts27 and using ionic liquid medium.28 Moreover, a series of derivatives of
AB by substituting the H atom with alkali or alkaline earth metal element has been
synthesized to improve the performance, specifically metal amidoborane, such as
LiNH2BH3 and NaNH2BH3, which possess total H2 content of 11 wt% and 7.4 wt%,
respectively, have been reported.24, 29 Additionally, hydrazine borane (HB, N2H4BH3) and
ethane 1,2-diamineborane (EDAB, BH3NH2CH2CH2NH2BH3) are also promising
hydrogen storage materials, with the hydrogen content of 15.4 wt% and 16.0 wt%,
respectively. In these molecules, they all have hydridic and protonic H atoms, which
could also benefit the release of hydrogen during the decomposition process without the
emission of borazine.21, 30-33

1.1.3

Perovskite solar cell materials

In order to achieve high power conversion efficiency (PCE) from solar energy, the solar
cell materials have been investigated extensively over the past decades. According to the
different generations, solar cell materials can be classified into crystalline silicon, thin
film-based materials like CdTe, CIGS (copper indium gallium selenide) and perovskite
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solar cell materials.6, 34-35 Among them, perovskite solar cell (PSC) materials have drawn
much attention recently due to their low cost, high efficiency, easy fabrication and
tunable photovoltaic performance.36-39 In particular, halide perovskite materials have
become the most promising candidate in the field of photovoltaics due to the high PCE,
which increased from 3.8 % in 2009 to 22.1% in 2017.36, 40-42 In comparison with other
high efficiency materials, i.e., monocrystalline Si cells, thin-fill single-crystalline GaAs
cells, polycrystalline CdTe thin-film cells and Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 (CIGS) cells, whose
highest efficiency are 25.6%, 28.8%, 21.5%, and 21.7%, respectively,6 halide perovskites
show the comparable high PCE.40 Additionally, higher efficiency of halide perovskites is
still expected in the future.40, 43-44 Moreover, halide perovskites have been popularized in
recent investigations due to their facile synthesis procedure, low cost and easy
fabrication, in contrast to Si, GaAs, CdTe and CIGS solar cells, which require high
capital investment.45 Therefore, the halide perovskites constituting of a brand new class
of materials with excellent performance still await further exploration.
Normally, perovskites adopt a cubic structure of ABX3 (the unit cell of ABX3 is shown in
Figure 1.1), where A is a monovalent, non-coordinating cation, usually Cs and organic
cation. B is a bivalent p-block metal, typically Pb and Sn. X is a halide anion coordinated
to B. As shown in Figure 1.1, cation B has 6 nearest neighboring anions X, while cation
A has 12 nearest neighbors X.45 The crystal of ABX3 consists of a 3D network of cornersharing BX64ˉ octahedra, and cation A locates in a cage surrounded by octahedrons.

Figure 1.1 Crystal structure of cubic halide perovskite and the BX62ˉ octahedrons
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To stabilize the perovskite structure, a proper size of cation A should be taken into
account, which is restrained by Goldschmidt tolerance factor t,46 as shown in Equation
1.1, where RA, RB, RX are the ionic radii of the corresponding ions.44, 47-48 It is well
studied that the tolerance factor t should be in the range of 0.8 to 1.0 to maintain a stable
perovskite structure. Otherwise, the structure will be highly distorted and the stability will
be reduced.49 Under this criterion, only 3 cations for A site, Cs+, CH3NH3+ (MA) and
HC(NH2)2+ (FA) are mostly investigated in perovskite materials. As listed in Table 1.1,
the structures and band gaps of such materials are summarized.
t

RA  RB
2( RX  RB)

Equation 1.1

Compared to inorganic CsPbX3, the organic-inorganic hybrid lead halide perovskites
show the higher stability and better photovoltaic performance. Therefore, extensive
studies on MAPbX3 and FAPbX3 have been performed.44, 50-51 Moreover, the theoretical
studies have revealed that the band gap of the perovskites is mainly defined by the
overlap between the p orbital of X and the p orbital of Pb. As a result, the band gap can
be tuned by replacing the halide anion.46, 49 As shown in Table 1.1, the values of band gap
of APbBr3 (A = Cs, MA, FA) are very close, and the band gap of MAPbI3 could be tuned
from 1.57 to 2.23 eV by the exchange of the halide ions.52-53 Even though the cation A
has no direct contribution to band gap, it can still affect the electronic structure through
the steric effect.54-55 Compared to MA, FA has a stronger steric size, leading to a
narrower band gap (1.45 eV for FAPbI3), broader absorption spectrum, higher efficiency
and better chemical stability. Therefore, FAPbI3 has been investigated extensively in
recent years.41, 54, 56-57
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Table 1.1 Summary of most investigated perovskite materials
Materials

Crystal system

Space group

Temperature

Band gap (eV)

References

CsPbCl3

Orthorhombic

Pbnm

20 °C

2.97

58-59

CsPbBr3

Orthorhombic

Pnma

20 °C

2.25

60-61

δ-CsPbI3

Orthorhombic

Pnma

20 °C

2.82

61-62

α-CsPbI3

Cubic

Pm3m

335 °C

1.73

63

MAPbBr3

Cubic

Pm3m

20 °C

2.23

64

MAPbI3

Tetragonal

I4/mcm

20 °C

1.55

64

20 °C

1.57-2.23

53

MAPbI3-xBrx
FAPbBr3

Cubic

Pm3m

20 °C

2.23

65

α-FAPbI3

Trigonal

P3m1

170 °C

1.45

41

α-FAPbI3

Cubic

Pm3m

170 °C

1.45

66
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1.2 High-pressure science
1.2.1

High-pressure phenomena

Pressure is an important parameter controlling the chemical equilibrium and determining
a chemical reaction, which is defined as a measure of how the internal energy of a system
changes when it expands or contracts, as shown in Equation 1.2, where P, E, V are
pressure, internal energy and volume.67 When applying pressure to materials, the interatomic and intra-atomic distance will be shortened, leading to a reduced volume and an
increased internal energy of the system. Particularly, in extremely high-pressure region,
which is in gigapascal range (1 GPa = 109 Pa = 104 bar), the high-pressure induced
volume contraction results in some unusual behaviors of the materials and some novel
materials with exotic structures and properties are generated under high pressure, as
illustrated in Figure 1.2, some examples of such high-pressure phenomena and new
materials are highlighted.68

P

1.2.2

E
V

Equation 1.2

High-pressure chemistry

By altering the intermolecular distances and the chemical bonding, high pressure enables
the structural changes of the materials, such as phase transitions, polymerization,
amorphization and so on.68 Various possible structures can be generated under high
pressure, such as synthetic diamond, which is made by the compression of graphite.
Moreover, Pressure can also effectively modify the composition of the materials, leading
to the formation of compounds with unusual stoichiometry, which could not be
synthesized by conventional chemical routines.69-71 For instance, a number of hydrogenrich metal hydrides, LiHx, NaHx, were synthesized under the high pressure.70,

72

Furthermore, high pressure has been demonstrated to make some significant
improvement in applied material science by tuning the electronic and optical properties of
materials for novel applications, such features will be discussed in the following part.73
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Figure 1.2 Examples of various high-pressure phenomena68

1.3 High-pressure studies on energy storage materials
1.3.1

High-pressure studies on hydrogen storage materials

The high-pressure technique has been demonstrated as an effective and promising
approach for developing potential hydrogen storage materials by providing a unique
chance to reveal the pressure-induced phase transitions and thus guiding the design of
new hydrogen storage materials.74-86 For instance, Metal hydrides are the simplest
hydrogen storage materials, such as MgH2, which exhibits multiple polymorphs under
high pressure. Under ambient conditions, it crystallized into α-MgH2 structure with space
group P42/mnm, then γ-MgH2 with an orthorhombic structure (Pbcn) was formed at 2
GPa,87-88 and a γ- to β-MgH2 transition was found at 3.8 GPa, as well as a δ structure at
higher pressures with the respective structures of cubic ( Pa3 ) and orthorhombic types
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(Pbca).89-91 Some recent high-pressure studies of different hydrogen storage materials are
summarized in Table 1.2.
As a highly promising hydrogen storage material, the high-pressure effect on ammonia
borane has been investigated extensively. AB adopts a tetragonal structure with space
group I4mm under ambient conditions, and undergoes a phase transition to an
orthorhombic structure when cooled to 225 K with the space group Pmn21.20, 92-97 AB
transformed to a new ordered orthorhombic structure at 1.5 GPa, followed by another
phase transition at 8 GPa.98-103 Furthermore, a new high-pressure phase (space group P21)
at above 12.9 GPa was characterized by in situ synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction.104
Moreover, the dihydrogen bond was confirmed by the high-pressure studies on AB using
IR and Raman spectroscopy, which contributes to the abnormal high melting point of
molecular AB crystal and the dehydrogenation process.105-106
In addition to phase transitions, the formation of novel hydrogen-containing complexes
under high pressure has been drawn much attention in recent years due to their extremely
high hydrogen content without the limitations of conventional stoichiometry. These
complexes are typically supermolecular compounds, or clathrate materials, with guest–
host structures, where H2 could be stored in the framework structures of host. Pressure
can drive the formation of such novel complexes between H2 and other simple molecules,
such as CH4, NH3, H2O, SiH4 and even noble gases.107-122 The first such system was
reported to be CH4-H2 system by Somayazulu et al. in 1996, and four molecular
compounds, CH4(H2)2, (CH4)2H2, CH4(H2)4, and CH4H2 were observed at pressures up to
10 GPa.123-124 Among them, CH4(H2)4 holds an outstanding 33.4 wt% H2 (and a total of
50 mass% H), which is far beyond the US DOE target. Similarly, ammonia borane has
been found to be able to form such complex with H2 under high pressure. Lin et al.
obtained a novel solid NH3BH3(H2)x, where x = 1.3–2, at above 6.2 GPa, revealing 8–12
wt% of additional H2 in this new phase, which makes this new complex one of the most
H2-rich materials (with ～30 wt% H2).125 The subsequent researches on NH3BH3–H2
system under high pressure shed light on the design of new complexes for practical
hydrogen storage applications.126-127
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Table 1.2 Summary of selected high-pressure studies on hydrogen storage materials34
Hydrogen
content

Crystal structure

Pressure range
(GPa)a

Temperature
range (°C)a

References

LiH

12.6%

Fm3m

250

25

128

MgH2

7.7%

P42/mnm (α), Pa3 (β), Pbcn (γ), Pbca(δ)

16

797

87-90

AlH3

10.0%

R3c (α), Cmcm (α’), Fd 3m (β), Pnnm (γ)
P2 (α-II), Pm3n (α-III)

164

-269

129-131

LiAlH4

10.6%

P21/c (α), I2/b (β)

7

500

132-133

LiBH4

18.4%

Pnma, P63mc, Ama2, Fm3m

10

227

77, 83, 134

Ca(BH4)2

11.5%

Fddd(α), P 4 ( β), Pbca (γ), I 42d (α’)

10

-193 - 400

82, 135-136

LiNH2

8.7%

I 4 (α), P21(β)

16

25

137-138

19.6%

I4mm, Pmn21, Cmc21, P21

65

-258 - 77

20, 98, 103-105

CH4-H2

50.0%

CH4(H2)2 – P63/mmc

60

-263

123-124

NH3BH3-H2

28.7%

NH3BH3(H2)x, x = 1.3-2

60

140

125

Materials
Simple hydride

Complex hydride

Chemical hydride
NH3BH3
H2 containing complex

a

The pressure range goes from ambient to the given value; for temperature, the values refer to either the maximum or the minimum
or to a range of temperatures under which the materials were investigated under simultaneous high-pressure conditions.
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1.3.2

High-pressure studies on perovskite solar cell materials

Power conversion efficiency is a crucial factor to evaluate the solar cells. According to
Shockley–Queisser limit theory, the limiting power conversion efficiency for a singlejunction solar cell is 33.7%, for an optimum semiconductor band gap energy of 1.34
eV.139-141 However, the band gaps of almost all perovskite solar cells are higher than this
limit, as indicated in Table 1.1. Therefore, it is essential to find an effective method to
narrow the band gap of perovskites, such as by applying high pressure.142-143 The
mechanical compression can effectively modify the crystal structures and tune the
electronic structures of the materials, resulting in a narrower band gap during the
compression.139, 144-145 The pressure-tuned structures and band gaps of selected perovskite
solar cell materials are summarized in Table 1.3.
The high-pressure studies on hybrid perovskites APbX3 revealed that various structural
changes could be induced upon compression, such as phase transitions, local distortions
in the inorganic lattice, and partial amorphization.144 As shown in Table 1.3, MAPbCl3,
MAPbBr3 and FAPbBr3 exhibit the similar phase transitions upon compression. These
materials transform from Pm3m space group to the final Pnma space group, followed by a
reversible amorphization, which could be attributed to the tilting and shrinking of PbX6
octahedra and destroying of long-range ordering of MA or FA cations, respectively.146-149
Additionally, MAPbI3 and FAPbI3 shown the different structural changes, MAPbI3
undergoes the transition from I4/mcm to Im3 , then to Immm, while no phase transition
was observed in the study of FAPbI3 with the space group of P3m1.150-151
Moreover, another significant pressure effect on perovskite materials is tuning the
electronic structures, leading to the modified optoelectronic properties, such as the color
changes of materials, the optical absorption and photoluminescence evolutions, the
electronic conductivity modifications and metallization.144,

146-163

The high-pressure

studies on MAPbBr3 revealed the anomalous band gap evolution during compression
with red-shift followed by blue-shift, which was explained by the competition between
compression effect and pressure-induced amorphization.147 As shown in Figure 1.3 (a),
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the band gap of MAPbBr3 decreases from 2.36 eV at ambient pressure to 2.32 eV at 0.8
GPa, followed by an increase.147 The electric resistance and photocurrent measurements
showed the increasing resistance of material and considerable response to the visible light
irradiation upon compression.147 Moreover, FAPbBr3 also exhibits the pressure-induced
band gap evolution, which decreases from 2.27 eV at ambient pressure to near 2.10 eV at
2.20 GPa, as shown in Figure 1.3 (b).149 Meanwhile, optical properties can be tuned by
pressure as well, such as, the color of FAPbBr3. It gradually changes from orange to red,
followed by yellow and finally becomes colorless upon compression (figure 1.4).149
(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3 band gap energy of MAPbBr3 (a) and FAPbI3 (b) as a function of
pressure147, 149

Figure 1.4 In situ high-pressure optical micrographs of FAPbBr3 crystal in a DAC149
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Table 1.3 The recent high-pressure studies on perovskite solar cell materials

Materials

Phase

Band gap

transitions

evolution (eV)

Methods

Pressure
range (GPa)a

References

Pm3m to an
MAPbCl3

isostructural

3.06 to 3.01,

Synchrotron XRD, Raman spectroscopy and

Pm3m , then to

then to 3.15

PL

Pm3m to Im3 ,

2.36 to 2.32,

Synchrotron XRD, PL, Electrical resistance

to Pnma

then to 2.50

and photocurrent

I4/mcm to Im3 ,

1.58 to 1.56,

then to Immm

then to 1.79

Pm3m to Im3 ,

2.27 to 2.10,

Synchrotron XRD, optical micrographs,

then to Pnma

then to 2.12

optical absorption and PL

1.49 to 1.38,

Synchrotron XRD, optical absorption and

then to 1.40

PL

20

158

46

146-147, 162

47

148, 150, 152-155

30

149

7

151

Pnma
MAPbBr3

MAPbI3

FAPbBr3

No phase
FAPbI3

transition for
P3m1

a

Synchrotron XRD, Raman and PL

Pressure range goes from ambient pressure to the highest pressure in the investigations
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1.4 Motivation and outline of the thesis
Because the potential application of NH3BH3 on hydrogen storage has been restricted due
to its two main drawbacks, the desire for new AB derivatives with better dehydrogenation
performance has been aroused. Consequently, abundant researches on such materials
have been conducted under ambient conditions and by the theoretical calculations with
respect to the structure and dehydrogenation behavior. Applying high pressure on
hydrogen storage materials could induce the new polymorphs, and thus exploring the
evolution of the bond behaviors could aid in understanding the mechanism of
dehydrogenation precess and the synthesis of novel materials. Therefore, it’s important to
investigate the hydrogen storage materials under high pressure.
In this thesis, we study three AB derivatives (sodium amidoborane NaNH2BH3,
hydrazine borane N2H4BH3 and ethane 1,2-diamineborane BH3NH2CH2CH2NH2BH3)
under high pressure using IR, Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffraction, as
described in chapters 3, 4 and 5, respectively. The structural stability and the evolution of
cell parameters for each material are investiaged under high pressure. The possible new
high-pressure phases of the materials are also proposed. Moreover, we examine the highpressure effect on hydrogen bonding and dihydrogen bonding for all materials by
monitoring the shift of N-H stretching modes using IR and Raman spectroscopy, which
may play an important role in the dehydrogenation process. High-pressure studies on
such materials will be helpful to understand the correlation between the structures and
performance. Furthermore, the investigations may guide the improvement of the
hydrogen storage properties of the potential material and the design of new materials for
hydrogen storage applications.
The fact that the band gap of α-FAPbI3 is very close to the Shockley-Queisser limit
makes high pressure an promising method to narrow the band gap. Therefore, it is
extremely beneficial to study the high-pressure effect on the electronic structure of αFAPbI3 and examine the stability of the new high-pressure phases. Furthermore, the
influence of the FA moiety in the perovskite materials remains unclear. Therefore, in
Chapter 6, we report the high-pressure study of α-FAPbI3 and δ-FAPbI3 perovskite
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materials comparatively. The crystal structures and band gaps are characterized by in-situ
synchrotron radiation XRD, IR spectroscopy, photoluminescence and electronic
measurements. The information will also provide us with the opportunity to understand
the structural stability and the pressure dependent optoelectrical properties, which may
lead to the development of new perovskite-based solar cell materials.
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Chapter 2

2

Experimental

2.1 Materials preparation
2.1.1

Mechanochemistry and ball milling synthetic method

Mechanochemistry is the combination of mechanical and chemical processes on a
molecular scale, which was defined by IUPAC as a chemical reaction that is induced by
the direct absorption of mechanical energy, the process of shearing, stretching and
grinding could generate the reactive sites for the chemical reactions.1 Nowadays, the
employment of ball mills for materials synthesis has been a strong emerging field of
research. Moreover, it has been widely employed in industry to synthesize a variety of
commercially useful materials including a wide variety of chemical hydrides.2 The
advantages of using ball mills instead of conventional processing routes are the reduction
of reaction time, the gain of higher yield and without the need for purification.3-4
A ball mill is a type of grinder, which is widely used to grind or mix metals or other raw
materials for further processing. It consists of a hollow cylindrical jar rotating about its
axis and some balls as the grinding media, which could be made of hardened steel,
stainless steel, tungsten carbide, agate and zirconium oxide. Among various kinds of ball
mills, planetary ball mills have become the most frequently used apparatus due to several
benefits, for instance, the ease of simple set up, the excellent cleanability, moderate cost
of the device2 and grinding particles down to the nanometer size range.5
As shown in Figure 2.1, a Retsch planetary ball mill was used to synthesize NaNH2BH3.
The jars and the grinding balls are made of stainless steel. The reactants were sealed in
the jars in glovebox due to their air sensitivity. Besides, several grinding balls were also
placed into the jars according to a specific ratio of ball to sample. Once two grinding jars
are clamped tightly eccentrically on the wheel of the planetary ball mill, the reaction
proceeds, without the addition of solvents. The grinding balls in the grinding jars are
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subjected to superimposed rotational movements under the ultra-high speed (up to 250
rpm), which releases high dynamic energies.

Figure 2.1 Photos of Retsch PM 200 planetary ball mill and grinding jars and balls

2.1.2

Wet chemistry method

Even though it is convenient to synthesize the materials via ball milling method,
it still
12
limits to one-step reactions. Therefore, we synthesized other materials by wet chemistry
method. In this thesis, hydrazine borane and two polymorphs of FAPbI3 were synthesized
by wet chemistry method. The details are provided in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.

2.2 High-pressure apparatus
2.2.1

Diamond anvil cells

The recent advances of high-pressure techniques provide the researchers with the
opportunities for a deeper understanding of matters, such as diamond anvil technology.
Diamonds are the hardest material in nature, which makes them applicable for the
generation of high pressure, reaching as high as 400 GPa.6 Moreover, diamonds are
transparent to a broad spectral range of electromagnetic radiation. Therefore, the diamond
anvil cells (DAC) are widely used in the high-pressure area using various in-situ
characterizations, such as vibrational spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction.
As shown in Figure 2.2, a symmetrical DAC consists of two opposing diamond anvils,
which are mounted on the two supporting seats, usually made of tungsten carbide. The
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culet of the diamonds are normally tens to hundreds of microns in diameter. A preindented stainless steel gasket with a hole drilled at the center is placed between two
diamonds, which was used as the sample chamber. A few ruby balls are also loaded in the
sample chamber as the pressure calibrant. High pressure can be generated by tightening
screws which are embedded in the pistons, and the range of the pressure is determined by
the culet size of diamonds.

Figure 2.2 The photo of a DAC and a schematic draw of DAC with the diamond
anvils enlarged7
Generally, there are two different types of diamonds according to the level and type of
their chemical impurities, namely type I and type II. Both types of diamonds contain
nitrogen atoms as their main impurity, which are within the crystal lattice of carbon
atoms and could be detected by vibrational spectroscopy.8 The purity of type II is higher
than type I. They both have a strong first order Raman line at 1332 cm-1, and type I
diamond has two absorption region at around 1000-1350 cm-1 and 2000 cm-1 for IR
absorption, while there is only one absorption region at around 2000 cm-1 in the IR
spectrum of type II diamond.8-9 Therefore, type I diamonds can only be used in Raman
spectroscopy, and type II diamonds could be satisfied in IR spectroscopy.
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2.2.2

Pressure gauge

Ruby luminescence method has been used to determine the pressure inside the DAC
since 1972, which supports the widespread application of DAC for in situ high-pressure
investigations. This optical pressure sensing method is still the most common technique
in high-pressure experiments nowadays.10-13
When alumina is doped with chromium, the substitution of Al3+ by Cr3+ ions leads to the
formation of ruby, which has two intense luminescent peaks R1 and R2 when it was
excited by laser, as shown in Figure 2.3. The positions of R1 and R2 show the redshift
with the increasing pressure. The use of the R-line luminescence to measure pressure was
established after the method calibrated by other primary pressure standards, such as Au,
Cu, Mo and Pt, under quasi-hydrostatic conditions in argon or neon medium.10-11 Using
this method, the relation between applied hydrostatic pressure P and wavelength change
Δλ of the R-line emission, as shown in Equation 2.1, could be applied up to 80 GPa, and
the resolution of the pressure can be achieved to ± 0.05 GPa. 11 In this equation, P is the
in-situ pressure in GPa, Δλ is the wavelength shift of R1 peak in nm, the parameter B
equals 7.665 under the quasi-hydrostatic condition.

P

B

1904 
 
 1 


1

B  694.24 




Equation 2.1
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Figure 2.3 Ruby luminescence measured at different pressures (1.5 and 2.1 GPa)
with two sharp luminescent peaks (R1 and R2)7

2.2.3

Pressure transmitting medium

Hydrostatic pressure is preferred for the high-pressure experiments, which means no
pressure gradient in the entire sample area during the compression. Otherwise, the
variation in strain throughout the sample can lead to distorted observations of different
behaviors. In order to maintain the hydrostatic conditions, a pressure transmitting
medium (PTM) is used to load into the sample chamber, which is a compressible fluid. A
proper PTM should satisfy several requirements, such as low shear strength, low thermal
conductivity, not reacting with the sample and maintaining hydrostatic condition to as
high pressure as possible. The common used PTMs are listed in Table 2.1 with the
highest pressure they can achieve under hydrostatic condition. Accordingly, the choice of
PTM depends on the highest pressure in the experiment. In this thesis, no PTM was used
for hydrogen storage materials due to the pressure range in the experiments and the air
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sensitivity of samples. Neon was used as PTM loaded together with FAPbI3 using the gas
loading system at GSECARS of APS.
Table 2.1 The common PTMs and their highest pressure maintaining the
hydrostatic condition14-15
Pressure transmitting medium

Pmax maintaining the hydrostatic condition

Methanol

8.6 GPa

4:1 methanol-ethanol

10.5 GPa

16:3:1 methanol-ethanol-H2O

10.5 GPa

silicon oil

20 GPa

Ne

50 GPa

2.3 In-situ high-pressure characterizations
2.3.1

Vibrational spectroscopy

Vibrational spectroscopy is a non-destructive identification method that measures the
vibrational energy in a compound. Each chemical bond has unique vibrational energy,
which could be recorded by vibrational spectroscopy when a molecule interacts with the
light. Such information could provide the information regarding molecular structures,
chemical bonding and changes in crystal structures. In particular, high-pressure studies of
materials using vibrational spectroscopy could provide the pressure effects on chemical
bonding and local structures, which are investigated in this thesis.
The most common techniques for vibrational spectroscopy are Infrared (IR) and Raman
spectroscopy, based on the different selection rules. In infrared spectroscopy, infrared
light over broad frequencies is passed through a sample. The IR absorption can be
detected when the molecular dipole moment changes during the vibration, according to
the equation 2.2.
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0
q

Equation 2.2

Where δμ is the variation of the dipolar moment, δq is the variation of the normal
coordinates. A change of the position of the atoms relative to each other must induce a
change of the electric dipole, and the interactions between the change of dipole and the
incoming light lead to the absorption when hν = ΔE, as shown in Figure 2.4.
Virtual
energy
states

Vibrational
energy
states

2
1

hν = ΔE

0

Rayleigh
Infrared
absorption scattering

Stokes
Raman
scattering

Anti-Stokes
Raman
scattering

Figure 2.4 Illustration of IR absorption, Rayleigh scattering and Raman scattering
Similar to IR, Raman spectroscopy could also be used to collect the information of the
molecular structures and the chemical bonding. In Raman spectroscopy, the sample is
irradiated by an intense laser beam, and a part of the light will be scattered along different
directions. The scattered light consists of two types, Rayleigh scattering, which is strong
and has the same frequency as the incident beam. The other one is Raman scattering,
which is very weak (10-5 of intensity of the incident beam) and has a different frequency
from the incident beam. As illustrated in Figure 2.4, there are two kinds of Raman
scattering, stokes and anti-stokes Raman scattering. When the molecule comes back from
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virtual state, if the energy of scattered photon is less than the incident photon, it is stokes
scattering and the molecule absorbs energy; if the energy of scattered photon is greater
than the incident photon, it is anti-stokes scattering and the molecule loses energy.
Typically, most molecules are initially in their ground state. Therefore, stokes scattering
is stronger than anti-Stokes scattering, which makes stokes scattering mainly measured in
Raman spectroscopy.
The Raman effect is based on the interaction between the electron cloud of a molecule
and the external electrical field of the monochromatic light, which can create an induced
dipole moment within the molecule based on its polarizability. The selection rule for
Raman scattering is that the polarizability of the molecule should change as it vibrates, as
shown in Equation 2.3, where δα is the variation of polarizability, δq is the variation of
the normal coordinates.


0
q

Equation 2.3

For the Raman measurements of solid with the crystal structure, the lattice vibrations
could also be detected, and these modes are weak in energy and are found at low
frequencies (approximately in the region of 400 ̶ 10 cm−1). Lattice modes are further
classified as translations and rotations, and occur in ionic or molecular crystals.16

2.3.2

IR spectroscopy system

A customized IR micro-spectroscopy system was set up in our lab for the IR
measurements, as shown in Figure 2.5. The main parts of the IR micro-spectroscopy
system are a commercial Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer, which was
from Bruker Optics Inc. (model Vertex 80v), and a Globar IR light source. The system is
operated under a vacuum of less than 5 mbar in order to remove the interference from
H2O and CO2. An IR beam is collimated and directed into a relay box through a KBr
window on the spectrometer. The beam is then focused onto the sample by iris optics and
15× reflective objective lens. After the DAC is placed on the sample stage and aligned
with the aid of an optical microscope, the size of the IR beam is adjusted to be identical
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to the sample size (150 μm) by a series of iris apertures. Then the transmitted IR beam is
collected and reflected by a condenser and several mirrors, and directed to a midband
mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector allowing measurements in the spectral range
of 600 cm-1 to 12000 cm-1. A reference spectrum was collected as the background, which
is the spectrum of diamonds and KBr loaded in the sample hole. Subsequently, the
spectrum of each sample could be collected with a resolution of 4 cm-1 and 512 scans.

Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram of the IR micro-spectroscopy system17

2.3.3

Raman spectroscopy system

Same as IR spectroscopy, a user-customized Raman system was used for our Raman
measurements and the schematic diagram of this Raman system in our lab is shown in
Figure 2.6. The system consists of several parts, such as the laser source, a microscope
system, and a CCD detector. A solid state laser with a wavelength of 532 nm is used as
the excitation source in this thesis. The DAC is placed on the sample stage and is aligned
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under the microscope manually, followed by the focus of the laser beam onto the sample.
The laser is focused to < 5 μm on the sample by a 20× objective. The Raman signal is
detected with backscattering geometry by the same objective lens. A grating with 1200
lines/mm is used for all measurements. The Raman spectrum is recorded by a CCD
detector (charge-coupled device), which is cooled by liquid nitrogen to maintain the -120
°C operation condition. A WinSpec software is used to control and collect the spectrum,
which could be obtained by setting a proper accumulation time. The system is calibrated
by using standard neon lines with the resolution of ± 1 cm-1.

Solid state
laser

Figure 2.6 Schematic illustration of the Raman system7

2.3.4

Photoluminescence spectroscopy

Photoluminescence (PL) is one of the most important experimental techniques for the
characterization of semiconductors. As shown in Figure 2.7, PL is a process in which a
molecule absorbs a photon to excite one electron in the valence band to the conduction
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band, followed by the electron eventually falling back down to the valence band with the
emission of a luminescent photon.18 Thus the energy of the emitted photon is equal to the
band gap energy, Eg. Therefore, PL spectroscopy can be used to measure the band gap of
semiconductors. In this thesis, PL measurements of FAPbI3 were carried out using the
customized Raman spectrometer with a 532 nm diode pumped solid stat laser as the
excitation laser.
Conduction band
Electron

PL

Laser excitation

Eg

Valence band

Figure 2.7 Illustration of the process of Photoluminescence

2.3.5

Synchrotron X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction technique is widely used in the structure analysis of matters, the basic
principle of XRD is given by Bragg’s law (Equation 2.4), where λ is the wavelength of
X-ray, dhkl is the spacing of the lattice planes with the Miller indices h, k, l, θ is the angle
of Bragg reflection with respect to these planes.
nλ = 2dhklsinθ

Equation 2.4

X-ray diffraction is a powerful tool to investigate the crystal structures and chemical
compositions. However, the hydrogen storage materials investigated in this thesis are not
suitable for the local X-ray source due to the small atomic scattering factor of low Z
elements. Moreover, for the high-pressure XRD measurements, the sample is sealed in
the diamond anvil cells, due to the small size of the sample, it requires the intense high
energy X-ray beam and the small beam size to characterize the sample, which can hardly
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be achieved in the local XRD facilities. Therefore, synchrotron radiation (SR) becomes
the best X-ray source in the high-pressure studies. Compared to the local sources,
synchrotron radiation has many extraordinary advantages. Firstly, the brilliance of the Xray beam achieved in SR is four to twelve orders of magnitude higher than that from a
conventional X-ray source. Moreover, the resolution of XRD patterns is significantly
increased in powder diffraction applications and the tunability of SR makes the
researchers choose any desired wavelength easily. Furthermore, the highly collimated Xray beam and a tiny opening angle realize the most satisfactory choice for high-pressure
research due to the tiny size of the sample. Therefore, synchrotron radiation becomes the
most effective method to investigate the materials under high pressure, even though its
availability is restricted to several existing synchrotron sites.19
Synchrotron radiation is generated by accelerated electrons with energy E bent by a
magnetic field H along a circular orbit, and SR is directed along the tangent to the orbit of
the electron, as illustrated in Figure 2.8. Such radiation is extremely intense and highly
tunable over a broad energy range from the infrared to hard x-ray regions. Moreover, it
also gives a high spatial resolution and better signal-to-noise ratio, which makes SR a
highly efficient and powerful tool for the structure analysis of materials.
The XRD patterns in this thesis were collected as Debye-Scherrer rings by a 2D detector
at beam-line 16 and 20ID at Advanced Photon Source (APS) in Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL), and the setup of beam-line 20ID is shown in Figure 2.9. The 2D
Debye-Scherrer diffraction patterns were collected using a MARCCD detector and
integrated by using Fit2D or Dioptas programs for further analysis.20 Figure 2.10 shows
the 2D and 1D patterns of CeO2 collected in APS, which was used as a calibrant in the
measurement of synchrotron XRD.
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Figure 2.8 Illustration of the emission of synchrotron radiation

Figure 2.9 Set up of 20ID at APS. 1, 2, 3 labeled in this figure represent the detector,
sample stage and X-ray beam, respectively.
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Figure 2.10 2D and 1D patterns of CeO2 collected in APS (λ = 0.4592 Å)

2.3.6

Structural refinement

X-ray diffraction patterns are analyzed using structural refinement programs. Rietveld
refinement is a technique for the use in the characterization of crystalline materials. It is a
standard treatment of powder diffraction data to make the final structural model to
achieve the accepted criterion. After the Rietveld refinement, the information about the
crystal structures can be obtained, such as the lattice parameters, the atomic positions, the
crystallinity, and so on.19 To obtain the best match between observed and calculated full
powder diffraction profile, the profile residual factor Rp and the weighted profile residual
Rwp should be as small as possible. The principle of Rietveld method is to use a least
squares approach to refine a theoretical line profile until it matches the observed profile.19
The most popular platform for Rietveld refinement is GSAS (General Structure Analysis
System). In this thesis, the GSAS + EXPGUI program is used to process the refinements
of XRD data.
Le Bail analysis is an alternative to Rietveld refinement when available structure
information is limited or intensity of diffraction pattern is not reliable. Le Bail fitting is
just doing a Rietveld fit without the atomic information being present, the intensities of
the individual peaks are no longer treated as least-squares parameters and are never
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refined. Consequently, each cycle of least-squares is very fast, only background, peak
shape, and lattice parameters are refined during each least squares cycle.19 The required
crystal structure information for Le Bail refinement is the cell parameters and space
group. In this thesis, due to the low Z elements of hydrogen storage materials, the atomic
coordinates and the intensity of the XRD patterns were extremely difficult to be refined
using Rietveld refinement. Therefore, several XRD patterns of these materials were
refined by Le Bail method.
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Chapter 3

3

Pressure-induced phase transitions and evolution of
dihydrogen bonding in sodium amidoborane by in-situ
vibrational spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray
diffraction

3.1 Introduction
With the increasing consumption of fossil fuel sources, the new energy systems are
required urgently. In particular, hydrogen-rich materials have been gaining much
attention due to their high hydrogen content and renewability.1,2,3 Ammonia borane
(NH3BH3) is one of the most promising solid-state materials for potential hydrogen
storage because this molecular material is stable at atmospheric conditions with a high
hydrogen content of 19.6 %.4,5 However, the high decomposition temperature (~150 ℃)
and releasing of toxic borazine during the decomposition process constrain its
applications.6 Recently, chemical compositional modification has been found to show
significantly enhanced dehydrogenation performance, leading to the formation of a series
of derivatives of NH3BH3.5,

7-16

Particularly, substituting one of the hydrogen atoms

bonded with N atom in NH3BH3 with alkali or alkaline earth metal element leads to the
formation of a new series of materials, namely metal amidoborane, such as LiNH2BH3,
NaNH2BH3 and Ca(NH2BH3)2.5,7 LiNH2BH3 and NaNH2BH3 are found to be
isostructural and crystallize in an orthorhombic space group Pbca.5 Compared to
NH3BH3, the improved dehydrogenation properties have been achieved in LiNH2BH3 and
NaNH2BH3, such as lower dehydrogenation temperature and no borazine emission during
the dehydrogenation process. They begin to release H2 upon heating to ~85 ℃ and
reached a maximum at around 90 ℃, and the total of 11 wt% and 7.4 wt% of H2 can be
released from LiNH2BH3 and NaNH2BH3, respectively.5
For developing potential hydrogen storage materials, high-pressure technique has been
demonstrated as an effective and promising approach, which can provide a unique chance
to reveal the atomic, electronic and structural information, and could guide the design of
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new hydrogen storage materials.17-20 Over the past several years, there has been an
increasing number of high-pressure studies on NH3BH3 and its derivatives. The bond
behaviors and new structures of these materials were investigated under high pressure.
The Raman spectra of the NH3BH3 as a function of pressure provided the evidence of the
dihydrogen bond, which contributes to the unusual high melting point (104 ℃) and the
mechanism of dehydrogenation.21-23 Two phase transitions for NH3BH3 were observed at
room temperature by in situ XRD. The structure transforms from I4mm at ambient
pressure into Cmc21 and P21 under high pressure.24 Moreover, the high-pressure study on
LiNH2BH3 indicated that the N-H stretching modes shifted to higher frequency with the
increase of pressure, implying that there is no dihydrogen bond in LiNH 2BH3, different
from NH3BH3.25
Isostructural

to

LiNH2BH3,

NaNH2BH3

shows

very

similar

properties

on

dehydrogenation process, but the theoretical studies have shown that there are some
difference between these two compounds in respect of phase stability and electronic
structure.26-28 Thus it is necessary to investigate the high-pressure behavior of NaNH2BH3
to supply direct evidences of possible phase transitions and the variation of dihydrogen
bond, which will be helpful to understand the correlations between the structures and the
dehydrogenation performance. Here we report an investigation of NaNH2BH3 by
synchrotron X-ray diffraction, in situ Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and
Raman spectroscopy, the pressure-induced new polymorphs of NaNH2BH3 with
structural stabilities and bond behavior are discussed. Interestingly, our results reveal that
no evidence shows the negative linear compressibility, which is totally different from the
previous study on NaNH2BH3.29

3.2 Experimental
3.2.1

Materials and methods

NaH and NH3BH3 powder were purchased from Sigma Aldrich with claimed purity of
97% and 95%, respectively, and used as received. NaNH2BH3 was synthesized according
to the literature5. Briefly, a mixture of NaH and NH3BH3 in a 1:1 molar ratio (0.063 g
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NaH and 0.080 g NH3BH3) with six steel balls (ball-to-sample weight ratio is 180:1) were
sealed in two stainless steel jars, respectively, which was operated in a N2-filled MBraun
LAB Master 130 glovebox with H2O content of < 1 ppm and O2 content of < 5 ppm.
Then the milling process in two jars was carried out in a Retsch PM200 planetary ball
mill at 250 rpm for 70 min with 10 minutes interval every 30 minutes. After milling, the
mixture was stored in a N2-filled glovebox for further structural and vibrational
spectroscopy characterization.

3.2.2

Powder X-ray diffraction

The crystallinity and purity of the as-synthesized products was investigated by a Rigaku
X-ray diffractometer using Co Kα radiation (λ = 1.78890 Å), the scan range was from 2θ
= 10 to 80 ° with a step size of 0.02. Sample was loaded on a glass slide in a N2-filled
MBraun LAB Master 130 glovebox, then a piece of plastic wrap, which is made of LowDensity Polyethylene, was used to cover on the sample to prevent the exposure to air and
moisture.

3.2.3

In-situ high-pressure FTIR spectroscopy

A symmetrical diamond anvil cell (DAC) with two type-II diamonds with 400 µm culets
was used for the high-pressure IR measurements. Then the sample and a ruby ball were
carefully placed in the sample chamber and spectral quality KBr powder was also loaded
into the sample chamber. The in-situ IR absorption experiments were carried out by a
customized IR micro-spectroscopy system with details described in Chapter 2.

3.2.4

In-situ high-pressure Raman spectroscopy

For in-situ high pressure Raman measurements, a symmetrical DAC with two type-I
diamonds with 400 µm culets was used and the sample was loaded into sample chamber
with a ruby ball, and no pressure transmitting medium was used. Then in situ highpressure Raman experiments were carried out by a customized Raman spectrometer with
a 532 nm excitation laser. The signal was recorded using an ultrasensitive, liquid nitrogen
cooled, back-illuminated, charge-coupled device (CCD) detector from Acton.
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3.2.5

In-situ high-pressure X-ray diffraction

A symmetrical diamond anvil cell with 400 μm culet size was used for high-pressure
study, and a stainless steel gasket was preindented to 50 μm in thickness, then a hole with
diameter of 150 μm was drilled in the center of it as a sample chamber, and a ruby ball
was loaded into it as pressure calibrant. For synchrotron XRD, the sample was loaded
into the sample chamber and no pressure transmitting medium was used due to the air
sensitivity of the sample. The experiment was performed in Advanced Photon Source
(APS), Argonne, USA using the beamline of HPCAT. The wavelength of beamline is
0.4246 Å, and the 2D Debye-Scherrer diffraction patterns were integrated by using Fit2D
program for further analysis.

3.3 Results and discussion
3.3.1

XRD pattern of NaAB under ambient pressure

NaNH2BH3 was synthesized according to the reference5 and the product was stored in a
N2-filled MBraun LAB Master 130 glovebox with H2O content of < 1 ppm and O2
content of < 5 ppm. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, X-ray diffraction pattern of NaAB was
collected and the major peaks have been indexed. The XRD result shows that our sample
mainly consists of sodium amidoborane, with little uncompleted reactants. From XRD
patterns and the indexed peaks of the product, the structure of NaNH2BH3 was found to
be orthorhombic crystal with space group Pbca. The unit cell of NaNH2BH3 is showed in
Figure 3.2. The cell parameters were refined to be a = 7.4741 Å, b = 14.6590 Å, c =
5.6625 Å, V = 620.41 Å3, using Rietveld refinement, which are consistence with those in
the reference.5
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Figure 3.1 XRD pattern of NaNH2BH3 sample under ambient conditions (a) and
calculated XRD patterns in comparison with experimental results using Rietveld
refinement (b). The purple square and red triangle in (a) represent the plastic wrap
and unreacted NaH, respectively.
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The previous theoretical studies show that the structure and bonding natures of
NaNH2BH3 are dramatically altered from that of NH3BH3. Substituting by Na atoms,
NaNH2BH3 shows more ionic character, similar with its isostructure LiNH2BH3. As
shown in Figure 3.2, each Na+ is tetrahedrally coordinated by one NH2¯ and three BH3
units. The interactions between these species stabilize the structure of NaNH2BH3 and
form the basis of framework.9, 30 Compared to NH3BH3, the B-N bond decreases from
1.59 Å in NH3BH3 to 1.56 Å in NaNH2BH3, due to the increasing electron density on the
nitrogen in NH2BH3¯, resulting in a stronger and shorter B-N bond.5, 31 In addition, there
is an increase in B-H bond length from 1.18 Å to 1.23 Å. While the N-H bond length
decreases from 1.07 Å to 1.03 Å.28, 31

Figure 3.2 The crystal structure of NaNH2BH3 under ambient pressure in a unit cell
and the coordination of Na atom with one NH2¯ and three BH3 units.

3.3.2

Raman and IR spectra of NaAB under ambient pressure

Raman and IR spectra of NaAB were collected under ambient conditions and shown in
Figure 3.3 and 3.4. The main peaks of NaNH2BH3 have been assigned preliminarily, in
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reference to the peak assignments of NH3BH3 and LiNH2BH3.32,33,34 Both Raman and IR
spectra of NH3BH3 and NaNH2BH3 consist of several bands in B-N stretching (760-900
cm-1), B-H deformation (1000-1300 cm-1), N-H deformation (1300-1700 cm-1), B-H
stretching (2000-2600 cm-1) and N-H stretching (3000-3600 cm-1) regions.32
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Figure 3.3 Raman spectra between NH3BH3 and NaNH2BH3 under ambient
pressure and room temperature. The inset figure is the lattice modes region for
NaNH2BH3.
The position of these modes for NaNH2BH3 are quite different from those measured from
NH3BH3. In Figure 3.3, the B-H stretching modes are red-shifted by 99 cm-1 whereas the
N-H stretching modes are blue-shifted by 58 cm-1 and 50 cm-1. The N-B stretching modes
are also blue-shifted by 120 cm-1, which implies that NaNH2BH3 has weaker B-H bonds
than NH3BH3. Moreover, both of the N-H and B-N bonds become stronger in NaNH2BH3
with respect to NH3BH3, consistent with the XRD analysis. The same trend was also
observed in IR spectra (Figure 3.4). Additionally, this observation is also consistent with
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the previous study on LiNH2BH325. The partial assignments and vibrational frequencies
of NaNH2BH3 and NH3BH3 at ambient pressure were listed in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.4 IR spectra between NH3BH3 and NaNH2BH3 under ambient pressure and
room temperature.
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Table 3.1 Assignments and vibrational frequencies of NaNH2BH3 and NH3BH3 at
ambient pressure33
Raman shift (cm-1)

IR frequency (cm-1)

Assignment
NaNH2BH3

NH3BH3

NaNH2BH3

NH3BH3

ν (N-H) str (a)

3370

3320

3372

3317

ν (N-H) str (b)

3316

3258

3330

3250

ν (B-H) str (a)
ν (B-H) str (b)

2185

2284

ν (N-H) def (a)

1601

1606

1602

ν (N-H) def (b)

1383

1380

1378

ν (B-H) def

1190

1185

1161

ν (N-B) str (a)

802

924

803

786

906

787

730

741

730

ν (N-B) str (b)
NBH rocking

3.3.3

2380

906

In-situ high-pressure IR spectroscopy

IR spectra of NaAB were collected upon compression in the region of 600 – 3500 cm-1,
as shown in Figure 3.5. Upon compression to 1.05 GPa, N-H deformation mode at 1380
cm-1 splits into a doublet with reduced intensity. In addition, another peak in this region
at 1606 cm-1 develops into a sharp peak from a previously broad band. Meanwhile, in the
B-H stretching region, it is noticeable that a new peak at 2399 cm-1 appears. All these
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evidences indicate a phase transition at around 1.05 GPa. Upon further compression to
3.43 GPa, abundant changes were observed, which demonstrates the second phase
transition. Firstly, the NBH rocking motion at 741 cm-1 vanishes in contrast to the
appearance of a new peak at 895 cm-1. Moreover, in B-H deformation region, the peak at
1263 cm-1 splits into two weaker components, and the peak at 1309 cm-1 disappears at the
same time. At last, the N-H stretching mode at 3372 cm-1 turns from a sharp peak to a
broad band. With the further compression to 11.08 GPa, no significant changes were
observed and all bands became broadened. Moreover, the spectrum on decompression to
near ambient pressure exhibits a different profile from phase I, indicating the irreversible
pressure-induced phase transitions of NaNH2BH3.
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Figure 3.5 IR spectra of NaAB collected at room temperature in the region of 600-3500 cm-1. The peak around 3250 and 3302
cm-1 in (b) belongs to the N-H stretching mode of unreacted NH3BH3.
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3.3.4

In-situ high-pressure Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra of NaNH2BH3 were collected as a function of pressure from near ambient
pressure to 16.06 GPa, as showed in Figure 3.6. Upon compression to 1.19 GPa, the peak
around 128 and 214 cm-1 (lattice mode 1 and 3) shift dramatically to the larger Raman
shift. Meanwhile, the B-N stretching mode at 912 cm-1 shows great blueshift. A new peak
around 1192 cm-1 appears at 1.19 GPa. All these observations suggests a phase transition
at around 1.19 GPa. With the increase of the pressure, the shape of the spectra reveals
more difference from the previous one. In Figure 3.6 (a), when the pressure was
increased to 2.7 GPa, the lattice mode at 298 cm-1 (lattice mode 5) disappears and a new
peak at 912 cm-1 arises in B-N stretching region. Moreover, the profile of spectrum
changes tremendously from 1.73 GPa to 2.7 GPa in Figure 3.6 (b). The B-H stretching
mode at 2208 cm-1 almost vanishes and displays great blueshift with the increase of the
pressure. In Figure 3.6 (c), the N-H stretching mode at 3390 cm-1 nearly disappears when
the pressure was 2.7 GPa. Such observation indicates another phase transition at around
2.7 GPa. With the further compression, all peaks become broadened gradually until 12.57
GPa. No obvious peaks could be distinguished under such pressure, which suggests the
amorphous structure of the material. In order to understand the high-pressure structural
stability and the reversibility of the pressure-induced phase transition of NaNH2BH3,
Raman spectra were collected on decompression to near ambient pressure. As illustrated
in Figure 3.6, the recovered Raman spectrum shows a different profile to the initial one
when the pressure was close to ambient. Therefore, the pressure-induced phase
transitions of NaNH2BH3 is irreversible.
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Figure 3.6 Raman spectra of NaAB collected at room temperature in the region of 100-3500 cm-1. The peaks around 3255 and
3281 cm-1 in (c) belong to the N-H stretching mode of unreacted NH3BH3.
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3.3.5

Pressure effects on IR and Raman modes

Moreover, the pressure dependences of the selected IR and Raman internal modes of
NaNH2BH3 were studied by plotting the vibrational frequencies as a function of pressure
and shown in Figure 3.7 and 3.8. The pressure coefficients were analyzed by linear fit of
the experimental and listed in Table 3.2 and 3.3. The possible phase transitions could be
further determined due to the large changes of the pressure coefficients in different
pressure regions. Overall, most of the Raman and IR modes exhibit pressure-induced blue
shifts, except NBH rocking mode and B-H deformation mode in Figure 3.7, indicating
the strengthened chemical bonds upon compression. Additionally, the distinct changes of
pressure dependence as well as the appearance or disappearance of several modes also
confirmed the phase boundaries consistently, such as the N-B stretching mode, the B-H
deformation mode and N-H stretching mode in both figures. Moreover, the largest
pressure coefficients were discovered in the pressure region below 1.0 GPa and decreased
gradually with the increase of pressure, which means the structure becomes less
compressible upon compression.
Furthermore, most of the pressure coefficients show the positive values, indicating the
blueshift of the chemical bonds. It is also noticeable that the pressure coefficients of N-H
and B-H stretching mods are positive during the whole compression region.
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Figure 3.8 Pressure dependence of selected Raman modes of NaAB on compression.
The vertical dashed lines indicate the proposed phase boundaries.
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Table 3.2 Pressure dependence of vibrational modes of NaNH2BH3 on compression
from IR spectra
dv/dP (cm-1·GPa-1)a
Vibrational mode

Frequency (cm-1)

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

(<1.0 GPa)

(1.0 – 2.7 Pa)

(> 2.7 GPa)

ν (N-H) str (a)

3372

13.4

9.9

ν (N-H) str (b)

3330

4.7

4.7

ν (B-H) str (a)

2381

ν (B-H) str (b)

2328

19.7

12.1

ν (N-H) def (a)

1606

-7.7

-1.9

3.1

1.1

0.1

-2.2

-1.4

ν (N-H) def (b)

1380

4.4

11.0

1.9

8.6
ν (B-H) def (a)

1242

9.9

8.6
7.0

ν (B-H) def (b)

1185

8.0

5.6

ν (N-B) str (a)

924

13.0

9.6

ν (N-B) str (b)
NBH rocking
a

6.4

6.7
741

-18.4

-9.9

Multiple entries for each mode correspond to the split. str (a) and str (b) mean the two

different stretching modes, def (a) and def (b) mean the two different deformation modes.
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Table 3.3 Pressure dependence of vibrational modes of NaNH2BH3 on compression
from Raman spectra
dv/dP (cm-1·GPa-1)a
Vibrational mode

Frequency (cm-1)

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

(<1.0 GPa)

(1.0 – 2.7 GPa)

(> 2.7 GPa)

ν (N-H) str (a)

3370

11.8

11.1

ν (N-H) str (b)

3314

12.0

11.0

3.9

ν (B-H) str (a)

2184

13.8

14.8

9.6

ν (B-H) str (b)

2067

25.9

27.8

9.9

ν (N-H) def (b)

1235

17.2

9.3

ν (B-H) def

5.6

ν (N-B) str

a

6.6
7.3

Mode 3

279

12.4

9.6

Mode 2

200

25.3

6.7

12.6

Mode 1

145

14.0

13.8

4.7

Multiple entries for each mode correspond to the split. str (a) and str (b) mean the two

different stretching modes.

3.3.6

In-situ Synchrotron X-ray diffraction

In-situ high-pressure X-ray diffraction measurements of NaNH2BH3 were performed
upon compression up to 22.61 GPa. As shown in Figure 3.9, all peaks shift to the larger
2θ direction, suggesting that the d value decreases with the increasing pressure. Upon
compression to 1.33 GPa, the shape and intensity of the XRD pattern changes
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prominently. Specifically, the intensity of reflections of (121) and (040) decreases with a
great extent, labeled as ◆, indicating a phase transition might occur. The theoretical
calculation suggests that the phase II is still orthorhombic structure with the space group
Pbca, suggesting an isostructural phase transition. As shown in Figure 3.2 and 3.10 (b),
although the space groups of phase I and II remain the same, the orientation of the NaAB
molecules are different. The cell parameters for phase II were refined to be a = 7.2708 Å,
b = 14.1705 Å, c = 5.5783 Å and V = 574.74 Å3 at the pressure of 1.75 GPa, using
Rietveld refinement (Figure 3.10 (a)).
Upon further compression to 2.85 GPa, several new peaks appear at 2θ = 5.1, 6.7 and
7.3°, labelled as green square symbols, indicating the appearance of the phase III.
However, the peaks belonging to phase II still exist upon further compression, suggesting
the coexistence of phase II and phase III above 2.85 GPa. Moreover, the phase III was
identified as a monoclinic structure with the space group of P21/c, with the refined cell
parameters a = 5.1455 Å, b = 12.6664 Å, c = 5.5471 Å and V = 355.63 Å3 at the pressure
of 3.27 GPa, as shown in Fig 3.10 (c). Upon further compression, no obvious change was
observed other than the peaks broadening and weakening. Finally, when the pressure was
above 14.31 GPa, the structure of material becomes amorphous as indicated by all the
peaks becoming broadened. We also calculated the enthalpies of new proposed crystal
structures for NaNH2BH3 as a function of pressure (Figure 3.11), which shows that P21/c
has the lowest enthalpy at the high-pressure region. Furthermore, X-ray diffraction
patterns of NaNH2BH3 were collected on decompression to near ambient pressure. As
shown in Figure 3.9, the recovered XRD pattern is similar with the pattern of phase II,
suggesting that the pressure-induced phase transition in NaNH2BH3 is irreversible.
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Figure 3.9 XRD patterns of NaNH2BH3 upon compression, the square and triangle
symbols at ambient pressure represent the plastic wrap and unreacted NaH.
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Figure 3.10 Calculated XRD patterns in comparison with experimental results at
1.75 (a) and 3.27 GPa (c) using Rietveld refinement. Proposed crystal structures of
high-pressure phase II (b) and phase III (d) based on MD simulations.
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Figure 3.11 Enthalpies of several new possible crystal structures for phase III as a
function of pressure. Note that the P21/c structure always has the lowest enthalpy at
high pressure region
Moreover, we refined all the cell parameters of NaNH2BH3 under high pressure from the
XRD patterns, which are listed in Tables 3.4. The calculated XRD patterns in comparison
with experimental results are shown in Appendix A. Figure 3.12 displays the cell
parameters and volume of NaNH2BH3 as a function of pressure. The cell parameters
reduce steadily in the first two phases, due to the reorientation of the NaAB molecules in
the orthorhombic structures. Upon compression to near 3.0 GPa, the cell parameters
reduce sharply and discontinuously, indicating the major structural transformation of
NaAB. The cell volume decreases by nearly 35.3 % due to a complete crystal structure
transformation from orthorhombic to monoclinic.
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Figure 3.12 Cell parameters (a) and volume (b) of NaNH2BH3 as a function of
pressure
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Table 3.4 Unit cell parameters of NaNH2BH3 at presentative pressures
Phase
Phase I

Phase II

Pressure

a (Å)

b (Å)

c (Å)

V (Å3)

ambient

7.4741

14.6590

5.6625

620.41

1.33

7.3509

14.3329

5.6136

591.45

1.75

7.2708

14.1705

5.5783

574.74

2.30

7.2021

14.0605

5.5286

559.85

2.85

5.1678

12.7573

5.5776

362.01

3.27

5.1455

12.6664

5.5471

355.63

4.26

5.0860

12.5291

5.4755

343.10

7.16

5.0311

12.3999

5.4149

332.08

10.37

4.9537

12.1419

5.3031

313.28

14.41

4.8507

11.8603

5.1474

291.03

(GPa)

Phase III

The errors of cell parameters in phase II for a, b, c and V are estimated to be
±0.004, ±0.007, ±0.002 and ±0.4, respectively. The errors of cell parameters in phase
III for a, b, c and V are estimated to be ±0.002, ±0.008, ±0.003 and ±0.3, respectively.

3.3.7

Discussion

As a result of the formation of dihydrogen bonds, the vibrational spectroscopy studies on
NH3BH3 shows that the N-H stretching bands were red-shifted under the high pressure,33
whereas these bands showed blue-shifted trend in NaNH2BH3, which is consistent with
the previous study of lithium amidoborane with two phase transitions at 3.9 and 12.7
GPa.25 On the basis of the theoretical calculation of NH3BH323, with the increasing
pressure, the intermolecular distance between N and H atoms gets shorter, leading to the
stronger dihydrogen bonds. Therefore, the N-H bond length increases, resulting in the
redshift of the frequency of N-H stretching modes.33 However, the N-H stretching bands
of NaNH2BH3 show blueshift with increasing pressure indicated that a likely absence of
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dihydrogen bonding in the structure of NaNH2BH3, which is consistent with the Raman
study on LiNH2BH3.25 A possible explanation for the absence of dihydrogen bond in the
structure of LiNH2BH3 and NaNH2BH3 is that the substitution of H by a stronger
electron-donating alkali metal will induce considerable changes in the electronic state of
N atoms.5 From the fact that the Na-N bond in NaNH2BH3 is longer than N-H bond in
NH3BH3, the substantial ionic character between Na+ and (NH2BH3)- may exist in
NaNH2BH3 because Na are more electron-donating than H atoms, thus, the Na-N bonds
tend to show more ionic character. As a result, the electrostatic interaction between Na+
and (NH2BH3)- will contribute to the stable structure of NaNH2BH3 despite the absence
of dihydrogen bonding, which was confirmed by the theoretical study of LiNH2BH3.35

3.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, a promising hydrogen storage material, sodium amidoborane was
synthesized successfully by ball milling method. The structure and phase transitions
under high pressure were firstly investigated via vibrational spectroscopy and
synchrotron radiation. Two phase transitions were identified at around 1.0 and 2.7 GPa.
The first phase transition is an isostructural phase transition with the different orientation
of the NaNH2BH3 molecules. The structure of NaNH2BH3 maintains orthorhombic
structure with the space group Pbca. With the increasing pressure, more significant
changes in synchrotron XRD patterns, and Raman and IR bands suggest that the structure
of NaNH2BH3 experiences a major transformation from orthorhombic to monoclinic.
NaNH2BH3 loses the crystallinity structure when the pressure was above 14 GPa. The
pressure-induced phase transitions were also found to be irreversible during the
decompression process. The recovered phase exhibits a profile similar to phase II.
Moreover, the N-H stretching bands of NaNH2BH3 were observed to be blue-shifted,
which is in contrast to NH3BH3, but consistent with its isostructural compound
LiNH2BH3, indicating the absence of dihydrogen bonds in the structure of NaNH2BH3.
Finally, the electrostatic interaction between Na+ and (NH2BH3)- plays an important role
to stabilize the structure of NaNH2BH3 despite of the absence of dihydrogen bonds. Our
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findings provide the sufficient structural and the bonding information of NaNH2BH3
under high pressure, which is important to improve the hydrogen storage properties.
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Chapter 4

4

Pressure effects on structure and dihydrogen bonding
in hydrazine borane probed by in- situ vibrational
spectroscopy and synchrotron X-ray diffraction

4.1 Introduction
Hydrogen has been well considered as a promising energy carrier to replace the fossil
fuel sources in the future due to its high gravimetric energy density and the
environmental friendly property.1-4 However, some challenges regarding of the hydrogen
storage still hinder the application of hydrogen energy, especially for the mobile
applications. The traditional way is to use the compressed hydrogen cylinder, which
requires the energy consumption and remains the safety concerns.5-6 Over the past
decades, the development of the hydrogen storage materials has shed light on the novel
method for the hydrogen storage. For instance, the chemical hydrides containing B-N
bonds, such as ammonia borane (NH3BH3) and hydrazine borane (N2H4BH3), stood out
as the excellent candidates due to their light weight and the ability of bearing multiple
hydrogen atoms5, 7-9 Such B-N compounds have both B-H and N-H bonds, which show
the hydridic and protonic properties, respectively, leading to a different dehydrogenation
process and a lower dehydrogenation temperature.10-13
In particular, ammonia borane (AB) is a well-studied compound, which is a promising
hydrogen storage material due to its very high hydrogen content (19.6%) and stability
under the ambient conditions.8, 14-19 However, it was also found that the toxic borazine is
released during the decomposition of AB, accompanied by other issues regarding the
decomposition temperature, kinetics and the purity of hydrogen.7-8, 12, 20-22 Finding other
alternatives of AB would lead to desirable solutions to these problems.
Similar to AB, hydrazine borane (HB) also possesses high hydrogen content of 15.4%,
which could be synthesized via the reaction of hydrazinium sulfate with sodium
borohydride in cyclic ethers.9, 12, 23-24 HB was firstly synthesized in 1961 by Goubeau and
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Ricker,24 the dehydrogenation process and more synthesis routes were also investigated
in the next several decades.12, 25-27 Hügle et al. tested the dehydrogenation behavior of
both HB and the mixture of HB and LiH, which showed excellent hydrogen release rates
at a temperature range of 100-150 °C.9 Moury et al. improved the synthesis procedure of
HB with a high yield and purity, the stability and thermal decomposition of HB were also
studied.12 However, some questions about HB remains unclear, such as the
dehydrogenation mechanism, the reactivity of N-H and B-H bonds and the regeneration
of spent materials.28-29 In order to anwser these questions, the crystal structure and bond
behavior of HB needs further indepth investigation.
High pressure has been demonstrated as an effective tool to modify the crystal structures
and to study the bonding behaviors.30-33 A number of B-N compounds have been studied
under high pressure involving phase transitions, the reversibility of structures and the
altered electronic properties by both experiments and theoretical calculations. For
instance, AB has been examined extensively under high pressure by synchrotron XRD,
IR and Raman spectroscopy. Pressure-induced phase transitions were discovered by
different researchers and the structures of new phases were also proposed accordingly.3437

Moreover, the dihydrogen bonding was also testified by the evidence of redshifts of N-

H bond under high pressure, as the result of the strengthening of the dihydrogen bonds, in
high-pressure Raman spectroscopy studies on AB.34-35, 38-39 More recently, the effect of
high pressure on structure of HB was explored by synchrotron XRD and the theoretical
calculations, but only up to ~2 GPa.40 No phase transition was observed and the sample
maintains ambient pressure crystal structure up to 2 GPa. Therefore, structural
transformations and the possibility of new phases of HB under higher pressure region
remain to be investigated. Moreover, as an important role in stabilizing the structure of
HB, the evolution of dihydrogen bonds as a function of pressure will provide valuable
information in understanding the structural stability or transformations of HB.
In this study, we investigate the pressure-induced structural transformation of HB upon
compression to ~20 GPa using in-situ IR, Raman and synchrotron XRD. The structural
changes and the hydrogen bonding, including the dihydrogen bonding N ̶ H···H ̶ B and
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hydrogen bonding N ̶ H···N were investigated with indepth analysis. The new findings in
our study will enhance the understanding of the mechanism of dehydrogenation process
and guide the design of new AB based hydrogen storage materials.

4.2 Experimental
4.2.1

Synthesis of hydrazine borane

HB were synthesized according to the previous reported method by the following
reaction.12
(N2H4)2·H2SO4 + 2NaBH4 → 2N2H4BH3 + Na2SO4 + 2H2
Hydrazine hemisulfate (N2H4)2·H2SO4 (98%), sodium borohydride NaBH4 (98%), and
anhydrous 1,4-dioxane (99.8%) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich with claimed purity
and used as received. 4.86 g (N2H4)2·H2SO4 (0.03 mol) and 2.27 g NaBH4 (0.06 mol)
were grinded into fine powders separately in a mortar in glovebox, followed by
transferring into a 100 mL round bottom flask. 50 mL of dioxane was then added into the
flask and the reaction occurred immediately once they were mixed together. The flask
was placed into an oil bath and the temperature was set at 30 °C. After the mixture was
stirring for 48 hours under 30 °C, the suspension was filtered and the solid was washed
with 50 mL of dioxane. Lastly, the filtrate was under the vacuum to remove the solvent.
The final product is a white solid, which was dried under vacuum and room temperature
overnight. The product was kept in a N2-filled MBraun LAB Master 130 glovebox with
H2O content of < 1 ppm and O2 content of < 3 ppm.

4.2.2

Powder X-ray diffraction

The crystallinity and purity of the as-synthesized product was tested by a Rigaku X-ray
diffractometer using Co Kα radiation (λ = 1.78890 Å), the scan range was from 2θ = 10
to 80° with a step size of 0.02. The sample was covered by a piece of Kapton film during
the measurement to avoid the moisture. The diffraction pattern was refined by Le Bail
method using GSAS.
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4.2.3

In-situ FTIR spectroscopy

A symmetrical diamond anvil cell with two type II diamonds with the culet size of 400
μm was used for IR measurement. A stainless steel gasket was preindented to 40 μm in
thickness. A hole with diameter of 130 μm was drilled in the center of the gasket as a
sample chamber. A ruby ball and small amount of KBr were pre-loaded into the sample
chamber, followed by the loading of the sample in glovebox. The in-situ high-pressure IR
absorption experiments were carried out by a customized IR micro-spectroscopy system
with details described in Chapter 2.

4.2.4

In-situ Raman spectroscopy

For Raman spectroscopy measurements, a symmetrical diamond anvil cell with two type
I diamonds with the culet size of 400 μm was used. The sample was loaded into sample
chamber along with a ruby ball in glovebox. The in-situ high-pressure Raman
experiments were carried out by a customized Raman spectrometer with a 532 nm
excitation laser. A grating with 1200 lines/mm was used for all measurements. The
details of Raman system is provided in Chapter 2.

4.2.5

In-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction

A symmetrical diamond anvil cell with two type I diamonds with the culet size of 400 μm
was used for high-pressure synchrotron XRD study. The measurements were performed
at sector 20 in APS, ANL. The sample was loaded into the sample chamber with a ruby
ball as pressure calibrant in glovebox. No pressure transmitting medium was used due to
the pressure range and the air-sensitivity of the sample. The wavelength of
monochromatic X-ray beam is 0.4592 Å.

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1

XRD pattern under ambient conditions

The XRD pattern of as-synthesized HB collected under ambient conditions is shown in
Figure 4.1a. The structure of HB could be indexed to be an orthorhombic structure with
the space group of Pbcn. By using Le Bail refinement (Figure 4.1b), the unit cell
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parameters were obtained to be a = 13.1079 Å, b = 5.0995 Å, c = 9.5901 Å, and V =

002

641.036 V3, which are consistent with the references.12, 23, 28, 41
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Figure 4.1 Indexed XRD pattern of Hydrazine borane under ambient conditions (a)
and calculated XRD patterns in comparison with experimental results under
ambient conditions using Le Bail refinement (b)
The previous structural studies of HB revealed that 8 HB molecules reside in a unit cell
with each molecule occupying the C1 site.12 Due to the different electronegativity of N
and B atoms, a dative N-B bond forms in the HB molecule, which was revealed to be
both covalent and ionic bond features, but a mainly electrostatic interaction, as suggested
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by a previous theoretical study.41 Similar with ammonia borane, dihydrogen bond N ̶
H···H ̶ B exists between the HB molecules, accompanied with classical N ̶ H···N
hydrogen bond, which form a network of the HB molecules to stabilize the solid state of
the material, as shown in Figure 4.2a.
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2 Structure of HB unit cell and the network of the HB molecules building
by dihydrogen bonds and hydrogen bonds (a), an HB molecule with its nearest
neighboring molecules (b). The N ̶ H···H ̶ B dihydrogen bonds were indicated by red
dashed lines, while the N ̶ H···N classical hydrogen bonds were presented by blue
dashed lines.
To better illustrate the interactions between the HB molecules, an HB molecule with its
nearest neighboring molecules are shown in Figure 4.2b. The dihydrogen bonds N ̶
H···H ̶ B are formed by intermolecular interactions in the range of 2.0 to 2.4 Å, which are
shorter than twice the van der Waals radius of H atom (i.e., 1.2 Å). Besides, the lengths
of the dihydrogen bonds in HB are comparable with those in AB, so that this network
will enhance the intermolecular interactions and thus the stability.15, 42 In addition, the
interaction of hydrogen bonding N ̶ H···N is also formed between HB molecules along a
direction with a distance of 1.897 Å, which is consistent with the previous theoretical
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study.41 Therefore, such intermolecular interactions stabilize the structure of HB solid
under the ambient conditions.

4.3.2

IR and Raman spectra under ambient conditions

We also collected IR and Raman spectra of HB under ambient pressure at room
temperature, as shown in Figure 4.3. The spectra reveal characteristic vibrational bands
of HB, such as the N ̶ H stretching region (2600 to 3400 cm -1), the B ̶ H stretching region
(2200 to 2500 cm-1), the N ̶ H asymmetric bending region (1590 to 1630 cm-1) and the B ̶
H bending region (1100 to 1300 cm-1). Additionally, in Raman spectrum, several lattice
modes could be observed from 70 to 400 cm-1. The assignment of the observed IR and
Raman vibrational modes are shown in Table 1, in reference with the previous works.12, 23
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Figure 4.3 Raman and IR spectrum of HB collected at room temperature under
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Table 4.1 Assignments and vibrational frequencies (cm-1) of HB at ambient
pressure12, 23
IR (cm-1)

Raman (cm-1)
81
107

Lattice modes

156
178
330

B-N stretching
N-N stretching

749

749

755

773

913

907

986
N-H rocking

B-H bending

N-H bending
N ̶ H asymmetric bending

B-H stretching

N-H stretching

4.3.3

994

992

1050

1053

1133

1137

1183

1178

1260

1269

1337

1341

1436

1444

1591

1594

1622

1623

2271

2272

2300

2303

2376

2373

2398

2399

3168

3170

3223

3216

3268

3269

3333

3334

IR spectra under high pressure

In-situ high-pressure IR spectra of HB were collected under high pressure up to 15 GPa
to examine the evolution of the dihydrogen bonding, as shown in Figure 4.4. Overall, the
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spectra show a smooth evolution, indicating the absence of phase transition during the
entire compression region. Noticeably, a peak at around 1260 cm-1 in B-H bending region
split into two components at high-pressure region (> 5 GPa), likely due to the distortion
of the orthorhombic structure and the altered local structure, leading to the modified
interactions between the HB molecules. Upon compression to near 15 GPa, the spectrum
exhibits a profile with broadened peaks, suggesting the degree of crystallinity decrease
upon compression. Furthermore, we investigated the reversibility of the material. The IR
spectra of HB under decompression were shown in Figure 4.5. The recovered spectrum
represented the almost same profile as the initial one with all the peaks recovered
completely, indicating the high reversibility of HB.
Moreover, the shift of vibrational modes as a function of pressure was further examined,
as shown in Figure 4.6. Table 4.2 shows the pressure dependence of selected IR modes
on compression. Most of the vibrational modes exhibit blueshift (positive values in Table
4.2), due to the reduced bond length under high pressure. Significantly, compared to AB,
the evolution of N-H stretching modes in HB upon compression shows the significant
difference. The N-H stretching modes in AB shows the obvious redshift with the increase
of the pressure, indicating the strengthening of the dihydrogen bonding N ̶ H···H ̶ B,
resulting in the weakening of N-H bond.35 However, the N-H stretching modes in HB
shows a minor blueshift, probably due to the rearrangement of the dihydrogen bonding
and hydrogen bonding in the network of the structure, leading to a strengthened N-H
bond upon compression.43
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Figure 4.4 IR spectra of HB collected at room temperature on compression in the region of 630-3400 cm-1. The pressures in
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Table 4.2 The pressure dependence of characteristic IR modes of HB on
compression
Assignment

Frequency (cm-1)

dν/dp (cm-1·GPa-1)

N-N stretching

913

4.65

N-H rocking

986

3.34

1133

0.39

1156

4.30

1260

1.54

1337

4.24

1436

1.34

N-H asym. bending

1591

-0.82

B-H stretching

2271

5.61

N-H stretching

3268

2.97

B-N bending

N-H bending

4.3.4

Raman spectra under high pressure

We also collected in-situ high-pressure Raman spectra of HB from ambient pressure to
near 15 GPa, as shown in Figure 4.7. Generally, no significant changes were observed
from the spectra, indicating the absence of phase transition. Moreover, the splitting of the
lattice mode at 100 cm-1 and B-H bending mode at around 1200 cm-1 above 5 GPa
indicates the minor structure distortion of HB upon compression. When the pressure
reaches near 15 GPa, all the peaks become remarkably broadened, suggesting the
decreasing of the crystallinity of HB upon compression. Additionally, the Raman spectra
under decompression were also collected, as shown in Figure 4.8, the recovered Raman
spectra of HB revealed the exact same profile as the initial one, indicating the high
reversibility of the material.
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Furthermore, the Raman spectra of HB also revealed that all the vibrational modes
slightly shifted during the compression, which was further examined by the vibrational
modes as a function of pressure and the pressure dependence of the selected Raman
modes of HB on compression, as shown in Figure 4.9 and Table 2.3. The results of
Raman spectra show the agreement with the IR spectra, all the Raman modes exhibited
slight blueshift during the entire compression, indicating the high stability of the material
and the strengthening of N-H bond. Further theoretical calculations need to be performed
to investigate the orientation of the HB molecules and the evolution of the distance
between two H atoms and the distance between H and N atoms under high pressure. The
calculations will help us to understand the evolution of the dihydrogen bonding and
hydrogen bonding.

Table 4.3 The pressure dependence of characteristic Raman modes of HB on
compression
Frequency (cm-1)

dν/dp (cm-1·GPa-1)

84

6.83

288

5.72

425

3.71

752

6.07

783

9.37

909

4.26

920

6.25

N-H rocking

994

3.62

B-H stretching

2277

8.73

N-H stretching

3269

1.87

Assignment

Lattice modes

B-N stretching

N-N stretching
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Figure 4.7 Raman spectra of HB collected at room temperature on compression in the region of 50-3400 cm-1. The pressures in
GPa are labeled for each spectrum and the assignments are labeled for selected Raman modes.
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Figure 4.8 Selected Raman spectra of HB collected at room temperature on decompression, the pressures in GPa are labeled
for each spectrum.
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Figure 4.9 Pressure dependence of selected Raman modes of HB on compression.
Different symbols represent Raman modes with different origins.

4.3.5

Synchrotron XRD patterns under high pressure

To gain insight into the pressure effect on the structure of HB, we collected the
Synchrotron XRD patterns of HB from near ambient pressure to 20 GPa at room
temperature, as shown in Figure 4.10. Overall, with the increasing pressure, all the
reflections shifted to the higher angle direction, indicating the decreasing d spacing. No
new peaks were observed during the whole compression region, indicating the absence of
the phase transition. In addition, the XRD pattern at near 20 GPa still shows the profile of
the crystallinity of HB without the appearance of the amorphization. Therefore, these
observations suggest the high structural stability of the material, which is consistent with
the previous low-temperature study of HB over the temperature range of 80–300 K.44
Furthermore, the cell parameters at every high pressure were refined by Le Bail method
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and listed in Table 4.4. The results of calculated XRD patterns in comparison with
experimental XRD patterns at 0.82 and 19.68 GPa are shown in Figure 4.11, the
refinement results for other high pressures are shown in Appendix.
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Figure 4.10 In-situ high-pressure Synchrotron XRD patterns of HB on compression
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Figure 4.11 Calculated XRD patterns in comparison with experimental results at
0.82 (a) and 19.68 GPa (b) using Le Bail refinement
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In addition, the XRD patterns of HB were collected upon decompression, as shown in
Figure 4.12, the recovered pattern indicates the similar profile as the initial one, with the
modified intensity, indicating the pressure effects on the structure of HB is reversible.

Intensity (a.u.)

Recovered
Initial

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2 (degree)

Figure 4.12 The recovered XRD pattern of HB in comparison with the initial one
We also plotted the cell parameters and volumes as a function of pressure (Figure 4.13),
which reveal the smooth decrease in all the cell parameters. Moreover, the unit cell
volumes obtained under high pressure were further analyzed by the equation of state
(EOS) using the Birch–Murnaghan theory and the EoSFit7 software.45-46 The third-order
Birch–Murnaghan isothermal equation of state is given by the Equation 4.1, where P is
the pressure, V0 is the reference unit cell volume, V is the deformed volume, K0 is the
bulk modulus, K0' is the derivative of the bulk modulus with respect to pressure.40, 45
V0 73 V0 53
V0 23
3
3
'
P  k0 [( )  ( ) ] {1  (4  K 0 )[( )  1]}
2
V
V
4
V

Equation 4.1

Figure 4.13b reports the evolution of the unit cell volume of HB in comparison with the
fit obtained by a third order Birch–Murnaghan equation of state. The values of K0 and K0'
were determined to be 20.53 GPa and 3.48, which are comparable with the previous high
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pressure study of HB in the pressure region of 0 - 2 GPa, confirming the high structural
stability of this material.40
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Figure 4.13 Cell parameters of HB as a function of pressure (a), and experimental
cell volume of HB in comparison with calculated result using the third-order Birch–
Murnaghan isothermal equation of state upon compression (b).
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Table 4.4 Refined cell parameters of HB at presentative pressures
Pressure (GPa)

a (Å)

b (Å)

c (Å)

V(Å3)

ambient

13.1079

5.0995

9.5901

641.04

0.82

13.0002

4.9471

9.4516

607.86

1.53

12.9815

4.9053

9.4293

600.45

1.88

12.9511

4.8673

9.3993

592.50

2.47

12.8635

4.8097

9.3393

577.81

2.90

12.8003

4.7554

9.3111

566.77

3.39

12.7655

4.7122

9.2647

557.30

3.89

12.7415

4.6893

9.2457

552.41

4.45

12.6957

4.6686

9.2489

548.19

5.32

12.6231

4.6197

9.1909

535.96

6.28

12.4727

4.5689

9.0863

517.80

7.22

12.3976

4.5343

9.0077

506.36

8.52

12.2938

4.4932

8.9224

492.86

10.41

12.1751

4.4014

8.9220

478.11

12.50

11.9848

4.3676

8.6617

453.39

16.50

11.7985

4.3173

8.5289

434.45

19.86

11.6634

4.2875

8.4455

422.33
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The errors of cell parameters in the lower pressure region (< 8 GPa) for a, b, c and V are
estimated to be ±0.006, ±0.003, ±0.007 and ±0.4, respectively. The errors of cell
parameters in higher pressure region (> 8 GPa) for a, b, c and V are estimated to be
±0.006, ±0.008, ±0.013 and ±1.7, respectively.

4.3.6

Discussion

The replacement of the NH3 moiety of NH3BH3 by N2H4 leads to the formation of HB
with an increase of the molecule size and the altered reactivity of the chemical bonds,
especially for the N-H bonds, which participate in the intermolecular interaction of HB
molecules, i.e., the hydrogen bonding and dihydrogen bonding. Compared with NH3BH3
and BH3N2H4BH3 (HBB), the high-pressure effects on these materials reveal a dramatic
difference. Firstly, dihydrogen bonding exists in all three materials to maintain the crystal
structures, which were revealed by the experimental and theoretical studies.15, 23, 47 The
Raman spectroscopy studies on AB and HBB indicated the obvious redshift of N-H
stretching modes upon compression, suggesting the strengthening of the dihydrogen
bonding with the reduced intermolecular distance.35,

47

However, the N-H stretching

mode of HB shows slight blueshift, which was also observed in a previous high-pressure
study of C-H···O hydrogen bonding system.43 This observation can be explained by the
modified intramolecular distance and N-N-B-H torsion angle, leading to the pressureinduced rearrangement of the dihydrogen bonding.40 It would be interesting to explore
the distance between two H atoms involving in the dihydrogen bonding and the N-N-B-H
torsion angle upon compression by the theoretical calculations.
Moreover, in contrast with AB and HBB, HB shows a higher structural stability. Two
phase transitions were identified for AB upon compression to 16 GPa, and one phase
transition was observed for HBB under 2 GPa.36, 47 We compressed the HB to near 20
GPa, no phase transition was discovered. This difference may be explained by the
different molecular size, molecular conformation and pressure effects on the
intermolecular interactions. Furthermore, compared with AB, HB shows a lower
compressibility with a K0 value of 20.53 GPa and K0' of 3.48. Indeed, the phase I (0 - 1.5
GPa) and phase II (1.5 – 12 GPa) of AB have the K0 values of 9.9 and 10.3 GPa,
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respectively.48 The enhanced mechanical resilience could be attributed to the difference
in the molecular arrangement in the crystal structures.40 Overall, the high stability of the
structure of HB could be explained by the strong intermolecular interactions, which also
leads to the high reversibility of HB.

4.4 Conclusions
In summary, a hydrogen storage material hydrazine borane was investigated under high
pressure by in-situ IR, Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron XRD. The pressure effect on
the structure and chemical bonds of the material was also studied. No phase transition
was observed during the whole compression region, indicating the high stability of the
structure. In particular, during the whole compression region, the expected strengthening
of dihydrogen bonding was not observed by both IR and Raman spectra, which is
contrast to other B-N compounds. The possible explanation to this observation could be
pressure-induced rearrangement of the dihydrogen bonding in the network of the
structure.
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Chapter 5

5

High-pressure structural study of ethane 1,2diamineborane using in-situ vibrational spectroscopy
and synchrotron X-ray diffraction and insight into
dihydrogen bonding

5.1 Introduction
Hydrogen is one of the most promising energy sources regarding clean, renewable energy
carrier.1-2 Moreover, the product of the combustion of hydrogen is only water, which
makes it the most environmentally-friendly energy in the world. However, hydrogen has
a poor energy content per volume, especially under the ambient condition. Therefore, the
storage and transportations of hydrogen still hinder the application of hydrogen as a
fuel.2-3
Recently, the development of hydrogen storage materials, such as simple hydrides,
complex hydrides and chemical hydrides, has drawn much attention due to their high
hydrogen content. Such hydrogen storage materials have high gravimetric and volumetric
hydrogen density and high stability, which makes them promising for the transportation
and utilization of hydrogen.4-6 Among all these hydrogen storage materials, ammonia
borane NH3BH3 (AB) has gained much attention due to its high hydrogen content, low
cost and easy synthesis.7-8 Moreover, substituting one or more hydrogen atoms in
NH3BH3 by organic groups or metal ions leads to the formation of various new
compounds, such as methylamine-borane (MenH3−nN·BH3 (n = 1-3)), sodium
amidoborane (NaNH2BH3) and bimetallic amidoborane (Na[Li(NH2BH3)2]). These
derivatives of NH3BH3 show even better dehydrogenation performance than AB.9-20
Ethane 1,2-Diamineborane (EDAB, BH3NH2CH2CH2NH2BH3) is one of the derivatives
of NH3BH3, which was first synthesized in the 1960s and used as a hydrogen storage
material.21 EDAB is an air-stable compound with a high hydrogen content of 16.0%. It
releases ca. 10 wt% of hydrogen below 470K in two steps with less exothermic releasing
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of enthalpy than NH3BH3,21-25 which makes EDAB a desirable hydrogen storage
material.
High pressure has been proved to be an effective way to alter the structures and the
properties of the materials.26 A number of experimental high-pressure studies on AB and
its derivatives by Raman, IR spectroscopy and synchrotron XRD have indicated the
structure changes upon compression, as well as the evolution of the dihydrogen bonding
network.7-8,

27-41

Moreover, theoretical calculations on such materials were also

implemented for the study of the structural stability and electronic properties of these
materials, which could be used to explain their dehydrogenation process.9, 14, 28, 33, 42-50 As
a promising hydrogen storage material, EDAB awaits the exploration under high pressure
for the new structures.
Here we report a high-pressure investigation of hydrogen storage material EDAB by in
situ Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and
synchrotron X-ray diffraction. Our results reveal pressure-induced phase transitions and
the evolution of hydrogen bonding. The effect of pressure on the behavior of EDAB
expands the fundamental understanding of this system and sheds light onto its potential
application as a hydrogen-storage material.

5.2 Materials and Characterizations
5.2.1

Materials and preparation

Ethane 1,2-Diamineborane was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with claimed purity of
96%. The sample was kept in a N2-filled MBraun LAB Master 130 glovebox with H2O
content of <1 ppm and O2 content of < 3 ppm. It was used in the high-pressure studies
without further purification. Two symmetrical diamond anvil cells with 400 μm culet size
were used for the high-pressure studies. A stainless steel gasket was preindented to 50 μm
in thickness, followed by a hole with diameter of 150 μm drilled in the center of it as the
sample chamber. The sample was loaded into the DAC with a ruby ball in the glovebox.
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5.2.2

Powder X-ray diffraction

The crystallinity and purity of the sample were tested by a Rigaku X-ray diffractometer
using Co Kα radiation (λ = 1.78890 Å), the scan range was from 2θ = 10 to 80° with a
step size of 0.02. The sample was covered by a piece of Kapton film during the
measurement to avoid the moisture. The diffraction pattern was refined by the Rietveld
method using GSAS.

5.2.3

In-situ FTIR spectroscopy

The in-situ high-pressure IR absorption experiments were carried out by a customized IR
micro-spectroscopy system in absorption mode in the infrared range between 400 and
5500 cm−1. A resolution of 4 cm-1 and 512 scans were applied for each spectrum
collection to achieve an excellent signal-to-noise ratio. Typically, KBr was also loaded
into the chamber to dilute the sample.

5.2.4

In-situ Raman spectroscopy

The in-situ high-pressure Raman experiments were carried out by a customized Raman
spectrometer and a green laser with the wavelength of 532 nm was used as an excitation
source. A grating with 1200 lines/mm was used for all measurements. The signal was
recorded using an ultrasensitive, liquid nitrogen cooled, back-illuminated, charge-coupled
device (CCD) detector from Acton.

5.2.5

In-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction

In situ angle dispersive high-pressure X-ray diffraction measurements were performed at
beamline of Sector-20ID in Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National
Laboratory, with the wavelength of 0.4592 Å. To achieve hydrostatic conditions, neon
was loaded together with the sample as the pressure transmitting medium using the gas
loading system at GSECARS of APS. The 2D pattern could be converted to 1D pattern
using the Dioptas program for the further analysis.51 The diffraction patterns were refined
by Le Bail method.
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5.3 Results and discussions
5.3.1

XRD pattern under ambient conditions

The crystal structure of EDAB under ambient pressure was examined by powder X-ray
diffraction, as shown in Figure 5.1a, with all the peaks indexed. At ambient condition,
EDAB adopts an orthorhombic structure with the space group Pbca. By using Rietveld
refinement (Figure 5.1b), the cell parameters were refined to be a = 10.761 Å, b = 8.172
Å, c = 8.131 Å, V = 715.03 Å3, consistent with the reference.25 The unit cell of EDAB is
shown in Figure 5.2, in the solid state, there are 4 EDAB molecules in one unit cell
occupying Ci sites.

5.3.2

IR and Raman spectra under ambient conditions

We also collected IR and Raman spectra of EDAB under ambient pressure at room
temperature, as shown in Figure 5.3. The assignments of the observed IR and Raman
vibrational modes are shown in Table 5.1, in comparison with ammonia borane.25, 36 4
lattice modes were observed at 147, 198, 267, 380 cm-1 in Raman spectrum. Noticeably,
compared to AB,36 the frequencies of the N−H stretching vibration modes decrease,
indicating a weakening of the N−H bond from AB to EDAB. By contrast, we also
observed a slight blueshift of the B−H stretching modes in EDAB as compared to AB,
which reveals that EDAB present a slightly stronger B−H bond than AB. Moreover, the
B−N stretching mode appears at lower wavenumber values in EDAB, suggesting a
weakening of B−N bonds. Therefore, the existence of C−N and C−C bonds in the EDAB
molecule alters the activity of N-H bond, compared to AB.
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Figure 5.1 XRD pattern of EDAB under ambient conditions (a) and calculated XRD
patterns in comparison with experimental results using Rietveld refinement (b)
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Fig. 2
Figure 5.2 Structure of EDAB unit cell
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Table 5.1 Assignments and vibrational frequencies (cm-1) of EDAB and AB at
ambient pressure25, 36
EDAB
IR (cm-1)

Lattice modes

AB

Raman (cm-1)

IR (cm-1)

Raman (cm-1)

147

208

198

345

267
380

B-N stretch

707

697

C-N stretch

1046

1053

C-C stretch

B-H bend

C-H bend

C-H deformation

800

1186

1189

1343

1357

1084
1166

1167

1173

1179

1191

1197

1262

1288

C-H twist
N-H bend

799

1306
1361
1368
1466

1355
1443
1448

1578
N-H deformation

1588
1585
2294

2327

2342

2347

2340

2279

2396

2385

2415

2318

C-H sym. stretch

2895

2886

overtone

2939

2918

2965

2955

2992

2970

3143

3142

3337

3250

3224

3221

3386

3316

3265

3252

C-H asym. stretch
N-H sym. str.
N-H asym. str.
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Figure 5.3 IR (a) and Raman (b) spectra of EDAB collected at room temperature
under ambient pressure, most of the vibrational modes have been assigned and
labeled.

5.3.3

IR spectra under high pressure

In-situ high-pressure IR spectra of EDAB were collected under high pressure to
investigate the evolution of various bonds, as shown in Figure 5.4. Upon compression to
0.96 GPa, it is clear to see that abundant major changes were observed in the IR
spectrum, indicating the first phase transition. Firstly, in Figure 5.4a, three peaks at
around 786, 935 and 1013 cm-1 become weaker upon compression and almost vanish at
0.96 GPa. Meanwhile, four new peaks appear at around 759, 801, 926, 991 cm-1.
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Additionally, the B-N stretching mode also disappears under such pressure, replaced by a
new peak at around 717 cm-1, which could be assigned to 10B-N stretching mode.25 Then
in the bending region (Figure 5.4b), abundant changes were observed upon compression.
For the B-H bending mode, the peak at 1166 cm-1 becomes stronger and shifts to the
lower wavenumber. On the contrary, the peaks at 1175 and 1193 cm-1 show blueshift at
0.96 GPa. Besides, there is a new peak appearing at 1213 cm-1 when the pressure is
higher than 1 GPa. For the N-H bending mode, the peak at 1368 cm-1 becomes weaker at
0.96 GPa and eventually vanishes upon further compression. Moreover, the C-H
deformation mode disappears as well, replaced by a new peak at 1472 cm-1 at the same
time. Lastly, the two N-H deformation modes merge into one peak and a new peak shows
up at 1561 cm-1. Compared to the previous regions, only slight changes were observed in
X-H (X = B, C, N) stretching region, as indicated in Figure 5.4c. The N-H symmetric
stretching mode almost disappears at 0.96 GPa, with the emergence of a new peak at
3118 cm-1.
Upon further compression to 6 GPa, several distinct changes were observed,
demonstrating the second phase transition. As shown in Figure 5.4b and c, at 6.20 GPa,
two new peaks appear at 1600 and 1610 cm-1, as well as another new peak at 3155 cm-1.
Upon further compression to near 17 GPa, all the peaks become more and more
broadened, indicating the low degree of crystallinity. Therefore, two phase transitions
were observed at around 1 and 6 GPa during compression.
Moreover, the phase transitions suggested by the changes in IR spectra were also
investigated by plotting the vibrational modes as a function of pressure, as shown in
Figure 5.5. The pressure coefficients for some characteristic modes were analyzed by
linear fitting and listed in Table 5.2.
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Figure 5.4 IR spectra of EDAB collected at room temperature on compression in the region of 670-3400 cm-1. The pressures in
GPa are labeled for each spectrum, and the assignments are labeled for selected IR modes. * and # represent the appearance
of new peaks in phase II and phase III.
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Figure 5.5 Pressure dependence of selected IR modes of HB on compression. Different symbols represent IR modes with
different origins.
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Table 5.2 Pressure dependence of the selected IR modes of EDAB on compression
dν/dp (cm-1·GPa-1)
Assignment

Frequency
(cm-1)a

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

(< 0.96 GPa)

(1.0 – 6.0 GPa)

(>6.0 GPa)

8.85

4.70

2.63

B-N str.

707

B-N str.

759

C-N str.

1046

2.80

5.22

1173

4.42

3.93

1191

6.36

6.93

1262

-2.62

1.28

-0.07

1361

-1.41

2.02

1.43

B-H bend

C-H bend

8.61
3.46

-3.44

1562
N-H bend
1578

-1.97

-1.18

-0.02

1600

0.19

1610

-0.39

N-H deformation

2273

8.37

6.24

1.03

2342

7.66

11.89

7.50

3224

-2.85

-4.33

3265

-11.98

-2.84

B-H str.

N-H asym. str.
-0.33

In general, the disappearance and appearance of different vibrational modes clearly show
the phase boundaries. Furthermore, most of the pressure coefficients in phase I display
the greatest values, suggesting the highest compressibility of phase I. Significantly, the
B-H stretching modes exhibit blueshift in entire pressure region (positive pressure
coefficients in Table 5.2). On the contrary, the N-H stretching modes show redshift
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during all the phases (negative pressure coefficients in Table 5.2), indicating the
existence of the dihydrogen bonding in the structure of EDAB.29-31, 36 With the increase
of the pressure, the distance between EDAB molecules is reduced, leading to the
strengthening of the dihydrogen bonding B-H···H-N.
Additionally, the reversibility of EDAB was also examined, as shown in Figure 5.6. The
recovered IR spectrum shows similar to the initial one, suggesting that the pressure
induced phase transition is mostly reversible.
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Figure 5.6 Recovered IR spectrum in comparison with the initial one

5.3.4

Raman spectra under high pressure

We also collected in-situ Raman spectra upon compression to near 14 GPa, as shown in
Figure 5.7. Abundant changes were observed when the material was compressed to 1.13
GPa, indicating the first phase transition. In Figure 5.7a, three new peaks at 801, 890 and
928 cm-1 appear and become stronger with the increasing pressure. Meanwhile, the peaks
at around 814 and 900 cm-1 vanish. In Figure 5.7b, the C-H deformation mode splits into
two peaks upon compression below 1 GPa and they both almost disappear at 1.13 GPa, as
well as the N-H deformation mode. Additionally, two new peaks at these two regions
appear. Other noticeable changes were observed in B-H stretching mode, as shown in
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Figure 5.7c. Upon compression to 1.13 GPa, two peaks at around 2325 and 2346 cm-1
merge into one peak with much stronger intensity. Lastly, for C-H and N-H stretching
modes, several significant changes were also observed in Figure 5.7d. One of the C-H
asymmetric stretching modes at 2955 cm-1 splits into two peaks, and the other one at
2970 cm-1 disappears completely from the phase transition. Also, the N-H symmetric
stretching mode at 3142 cm-1 is weakened greatly, with the appearance of a new peak at
3116 cm-1 upon compression to phase II. Moreover, one peak of N-H asymmetric
stretching mode at 3221 cm-1 is weakened significantly and disappears eventually with
the increasing pressure above 1 GPa, replaced by a new peak in this region with
increasing intensity upon compression.
With the further compression to 6 GPa, some minor changes were noticed. In Figure 5.7a,
the peak at around 407 cm-1 splits into two peaks, and two new peaks appear at around
795 and 815 cm-1, suggesting the second phase transition. During the further
compression, all the peaks became weaker and more broadened, which couldn’t be
recognized under the highest pressure in Raman measurement (13.79 GPa),
demonstrating the low degree of the crystallinity.
Furthermore, the pressure-induced phase transitions were also examined by plotting the
Raman shift as a function of pressure for some characteristic vibrational modes, as
demonstrated in Figure 5.8, which is clear to recognize the phase boundaries and the
different shifts of each mode. Additionally, the pressure coefficients for some
characteristic modes were analyzed by linear fitting and listed in Table 5.3. Generally,
almost all the modes exhibit blueshift during the whole compression region other than the
N-H stretching modes, which show obvious redshift, indicating the strengthening of the
dihydrogen bonding, consistent with the observation in IR spectra. Furthermore, the
compressibility of EDAB with the increasing pressure becomes weaker by the evidence
of reducing pressure coefficients in different phases.
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Figure 5.7 Raman spectra of EDAB collected at room temperature on compression in the region of 250-3300 cm-1. The
pressures in GPa are labeled for each spectrum, and the assignments are labeled for selected Raman modes. * and # represent
the appearance of new peaks in phase II and phase III.
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Figure 5.8 Pressure dependence of selected Raman modes of HB on compression. Different symbols represent Raman modes
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Table 5.3 Pressure dependence of the selected Raman modes of EDAB on
compression
dν/dp (cm-1·GPa-1)
Assignment

Frequency

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

(< 1.0 GPa)

(1.0 – 6.0 GPa)

(>6.0 GPa)

264

12.16

12.13

6.04

381

4.32

5.07

0.83

697

5.40

5.30

1.01

802

/

10.16

4.46

890

/

4.42

2.53

C-H deformation

1464

/

2.11

2.01

N-H deformation

1570

/

-1.38

0.48

2270

11.08

7.99

4.19

2342

/

10.81

6.13

2347

14.86

/

/

3116

/

-5.90

/

3142

-10.81

/

/

3204

/

-3.98

-0.35

3221

-5.40

/

/

3252

-3.51

-4.10

-0.62

(cm-1)a

Lattice modes

B-N str.

B-H str.

N-H str.

Finally, the reversibility of EDAB was also explored by Raman spectra, as shown in
Figure 5.9. The recovered spectrum exhibited very similar profile to the initial one,
indicating that the pressure-induced structural transformation is reversible with slight
modification.
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Figure 5.9 Recovered Raman spectrum in comparison with the initial one
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5.3.5

Synchrotron XRD patterns under high pressure

The synchrotron XRD patterns of EDAB were collected under compression to 17 GPa, as
shown in Figure 5.10. The cell parameters at every high pressure were also refined using
Le Bail method and listed in Table 5.4. When the pressure was increased to 1.07 GPa,
four new peaks appear at 2θ = 4.73°, 6.43°, 7.98° and 8.54°, indicating the appearance of
a new phase (phase II). Meanwhile, all the peaks belonging to phase I still exist,
suggesting two phases co-existing under this pressure. With the increasing of the
pressure, the intensity of the old peaks decreases greatly, especially the one at 5.20°,
which almost disappeared at 1.72 GPa. Moreover, a monoclinic structure was found to be
the most probable crystal structure of phase II, and the possible space groups are P2, P21,
Pm, Pc, P2/m, P21/m, P2/c, P21/c. The calculated XRD patter using P2/c structure in
comparison with experimental result of EDAB at 1.72 is shown in Figure 5.11a. The cell
parameters and volumes as a function of pressure were shown in Figure 5.12. As shown
in Figure 5.12 and Table 5.4, the axis a decreases significantly, while the axis b increases
greatly, due to a major phase transformation. Additionally, the cell volume also exhibits a
drop with the pressure increasing, showing the further contraction of the structure under
high pressure. Upon further compression to 6.91 GPa, the profile of XRD patterns change
slightly.
Furthermore, upon compression to 7.88 GPa, the XRD pattern shows the other structural
transformation in EDAB. As shown in Figure 5.10, two new peaks were observed at
4.98° and 7.20°. Meanwhile, the peaks at 8.51° and 8.76° at 6.91 GPa merge into one
peak. With the increasing pressure, no prominent changes were observed other than the
disappearing of the peak around 6.5°. Moreover, it is found that the structure of EDAB in
this region is an orthorhombic structure, and the possible space groups of phase III are
P222, P2221, P21212, P212121, I212121, Pmm2, Aem2, Aea2, Pmmm, Cmme, Ccce. The
calculated XRD patter using Pmmm structure in comparison with experimental result of
EDAB at 7.88 is shown in Figure 5.11b. Additionally, Figure 5.12 shows the major
modification of the cell parameters, leading to an increasing a and decreasing b and c,
resulting in a contraction of the cell volume.
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Figure 5.10 Synchrotron XRD patters of EDAB upon compression in room
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Table 5.4 Proposed new crystal structures of EDAB on compression and calculated
cell parameters of EDAB under different pressures
Pressure

Orthorhombic

Monoclinic

β

a (Å)

b (Å)

c (Å)

V (Å3)

ambient

10.7610

8.1720

8.1310

715.03

0.43

10.7100

8.1800

8.1160

711.02

0.72

10.5650

8.1440

8.0230

690.36

1.07

10.2040

7.9540

7.6290

619.19

1.72

8.3377

10.4700

6.6250

562.85

103.29

2.41

8.3010

10.4060

6.5967

552.47

104.18

3.70

8.0432

10.2340

6.3869

512.34

102.96

4.77

8.0100

10.2100

6.3740

508.68

102.62

5.21

7.9358

10.1784

6.3461

501.26

102.07

6.91

7.8756

10.1380

6.3333

495.78

101.35

7.88

11.7862

7.3355

5.3371

461.43

9.42

11.7023

7.3154

5.3047

454.12

11.44

11.5723

7.2539

5.2584

441.41

14.72

11.5342

7.2345

5.2425

437.46

(GPa)

Orthorhombic

The errors of cell parameters in phase I for a, b, c and V are estimated to be ±0.007,
±0.004, ±0.004 and ±0.5, respectively. The errors of cell parameters in phase II for a,
b, c and V are estimated to be ±0.006, ±0.007, ±0.004 and ±0.4, respectively. The
errors of cell parameters in phase III for a, b, c and V are estimated to be ±0.009,
±0.003, ±0.002 and ±0.4, respectively.
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5.3.6

Discussion

The vibrational spectroscopy and synchrotron XRD analysis demonstrated that two phase
transitions were observed during compression to 17 GPa. This result is different from the
previous low-temperature study of EDAB, which reveals that no phase transition was
observed in the low-temperature region of 300 – 16 K, probably due to the different
dynamics of the molecule under such conditions. The material undergoes the first phase
transition at around 1.0 GPa, which is similar to ammonia borane. AB presents a
tetragonal-to-orthorhombic phase transition at 1.6 GPa, which is driven by the
displacement of the NH3 and BH3 groups in the opposite directions.52 EDAB consists of
chains much longer than AB molecule, the lower phase boundary of EDAB indicates that
EDAB is more sensitive to the pressure, which induces the motion of the molecules,
leading to the first phase transition. The second phase transition of AB occurs at 12 GPa,
which is triggered by the reorganization of the dihydrogen bonding frameworks and the
change in the rotational order in the NH3 and BH3 groups.28 Our vibrational spectroscopy
study has shown the presence of the dihydrogen bonding in EDAB, which is strengthened
during the compression. The rearrangement of the dihydrogen bonding under high
pressure may attribute the second phase transition at 7.0 GPa in EDAB.

5.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, our study revealed the structure stability and bonding evolution of EDAB
under high pressure by IR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron XRD.
Two phase transitions were observed at around 1.0 and 7.0 GPa. The origins of these two
phase transitions are probably due to the motion of the molecules and the rearrangement
of the dihydrogen bonding, respectively. The effect of dihydrogen bonding was also
observed during the study by the evolution of B-H and N-H bonds, which may play an
important role in the decompostion of EDAB.
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Chapter 6

6

Pressure-induced polymorphic, optical and electronic
transitions of formamidinium lead Iodide perovskite1

6.1 Introduction
Recently, organometal halide perovskite-based solar cells have drawn enormous attention
due to their superior properties and high power conversion efficiency (PCE).1-3
Substantial efforts have been made over the past several years to improve the PCE (e.g.,
from 3.8% to 21.1%)4 on methylammonium (CH3NH3+ or MA) lead triiodide
(CH3NH3PbI3 or MAPbI3) by tuning the band gap energy (1.5 to 2.3 eV) using different
halide ions.5-6 Compared to MA, the formamidinium cation (NH2CH=NH2+ or FA) is
slightly larger, and therefore, formamidinium lead triiodide (FAPbI3) has a smaller band
gap (1.45 eV), a broader absorption spectrum,3, 7-10 and ultimately a greater PCE in solar
cells.2 Currently, three polymorphs of FAPbI3 are known at ambient conditions (i.e., α-,
β- and δ- phases).11 The α-phase has a trigonal perovskite structure (space group P3m1),
which is an excellent solar cell material over a broad solar spectrum.11-12 The δ-FAPbI3
has non-perovskite structure (P63mc) and is not suitable for photovoltaic applications due
to a larger band gap (~2.48 eV).13 Compared to the well-studied MAPbI3, the
understanding of α-FAPbI3 and its phase stabilities is still limited, which poses a
challenge in the fabrication.9
Application of external static pressure can effectively alter the crystal structures and
produce new polymorphs with improved photovoltaic properties and performance. In
particular, solar cell materials modified under high pressures may possess novel and
tunable electronic, optical, magnetic and mechanical properties.8, 10, 14-27 For instance, all
MA-based perovskites undergo pressure-induced structural transitions and property
changes.10, 14, 16-19, 21-23, 26 The FA-based perovskites, on the other hand, have different

1

This chapter is based on a published article J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2017, 8, 2119−2125
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behaviors at high pressures in that FAPbBr3 undergoes phase transitions15 whereas
FAPbI3 remains stable.28 Moreover, the influence of the FA moiety in the perovskite
materials remains unclear due to limited studies. Here we report a high-pressure
investigation of α- and δ-FAPbI3 by in situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, electrical
conductivity (EC) measurements, and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Our
results reveal pressure-induced new polymorphs of FAPbI3 with contrasting structural
stabilities and properties. The demonstrated structure-property correlation provides
practical guidance in the design and engineering of new solar cell materials.

6.2 Experimental
6.2.1

Materials

We synthesized both α- and δ-phase FAPbI3 using the previously reported methods,2, 29
and all chemicals (formamidine acetate, hydroiodic acid (57 wt. %), lead iodide and γbutyrolactone) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich with claimed purity of 99% for all
and used as received.
Firstly, the intermediate reagent, formamidinium iodide (FAI), was prepared by the
reaction between formamidine acetate and hydroiodic acid by stirring in an ice bath to get
a clear yellow solution, followed by heating in an oil bath at 60 °C to get a colorless
solution. Then the solution was evaporated until white crystals were formed, and diethyl
ether was used to wash the crystals several times. The white solid was recrystallized
twice by hot ethanol followed by cooling to room temperature. Lastly, the fine white
crystals were collected through a vacuum filter and dried under vacuum at 70 °C for 12
hours.
δ-FAPbI3 was synthesized by dissolving formamidinium iodide and lead iodide in γbutyrolactone. The mixture became the bright yellow solution and was heated in an oil
bath at 70 °C for 10 minutes, and then the solution was cooled to room temperature and
diethyl ether was added to precipitate the yellow powder. The obtained yellow powder
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was washed several times with diethyl ether and collected through a vacuum filter.
Lastly, the fine product was dried in a 70 °C vacuum oven overnight.
α-FAPbI3 was synthesized by the same procedure, except that the obtained bright yellow
solution was heated in an oil bath at around 110 oC until all the solution evaporated and
black crystals were formed. All the products were kept in a N2-filled MBraun LAB
Master 130 glovebox with H2O content of < 1 ppm and O2 content of < 10 ppm.

6.2.2

Powder X-ray diffraction

The crystallinity of the as-synthesized products was investigated by powder X-ray
diffraction (XRD) using a Rigaku X-ray diffractometer using Co Kα radiation (λ =
1.78890 Å), the scan range was from 2θ = 10 to 80° with a step size of 0.02.

6.2.3

In situ high-pressure X-ray diffraction

The angle-dispersive XRD was performed in Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne
National Laboratory (ANL), USA, at the Sector 20-ID beamline. A symmetrical diamond
anvil cell equipped with type-I diamonds with 400 μm culet size was used for all in situ
high-pressure XRD measurements. A stainless steel gasket was pre-indented to 50 μm in
thickness, and then a hole with diameter of 150 μm was drilled in the center as the sample
chamber. A ruby ball was loaded as pressure calibrant. To achieve hydrostatic conditions,
neon was loaded together with the sample as the pressure transmitting medium using the
gas loading system at GSECARS of APS. The wavelength of monochromatic X-ray
beam is 0.4768 Å, and the 2D Debye-Scherrer diffraction patterns were collected using a
MARCCD detector and integrated by using Fit2D program for further analysis. The
GSAS software package was used for Rietveld refinement.

6.2.4

FTIR spectroscopy

For IR measurement, KBr was loaded with sample, and no pressure transmitting medium
was used. The in-situ high-pressure IR absorption experiments were carried out by a
customized IR micro-spectroscopy system. A commercial Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectrometer (Model Vertex 80v) from Bruker Optics Inc. equipped with Globar
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mid-IR light source constituted the main component of the micro-IR system. The system
was operated under a vacuum of < 5 mbar to effectively remove the IR absorption from
H2O and CO2. The transmitted IR beam was collected by a wide-band mercury cadmium
telluride (MCT) detector equipped with a ZnSe window that enables a spectral range of
400 to 10000 cm-1 to be measured. A spectral resolution of 4 cm-1 was used.

6.2.5

Photoluminescence measurements

For photoluminescence measurements, the sample was loaded into the sample chamber
and no pressure transmitting medium was used, and the in situ high-pressure
photoluminescence experiments were carried out by a customized Raman spectrometer
with a 532 nm diode pumped solid state laser as the excitation source. The signal was
recorded using an ultrasensitive, liquid nitrogen cooled, back-illuminated, charge-coupled
device (CCD) detector from Acton.

6.2.6

Electrical conductivity measurements

We used DAC in combination with Maglab system to investigate the electronic transport
properties under pressure at low temperatures. Pressure was generated by a DAC made of
CuBe with anvil culet of 300 μm for α phase and beveled anvil of 100/300 (100 μm
diameter culet on the top of a 300 μm diameter face) for δ phase. The sample was loaded
into a 100 μm hole in a T301 stainless-steel gasket that is preindented from the thickness
of 250 μm to 40 μm. The size of α phase sample was ~ 60 μm in diameter and 10 μm
thick, while the size of δ phase was ~ 30 μm in diameter and 5 μm thick. Four gold
probes are pressed on the sample, and cubic boron nitride (cBN) was used as insulating
layer between the gasket and the electrodes. Gold wire of 18 μm in diameter was used as
the electrode leads outside of the culet. When the magnitude of resistance is higher than
103 ohm, we used only two adjacent electrode leads. The BeCu cell was connected to the
sample holder and put into Maglab system for in situ low-temperature measurements.
The pressure was determined by ruby fluorescence method at room temperature before
and after each cooling cycle.
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6.2.7

Computational Methods

High-pressure phase transitions of FAPbI3 were simulated using ab initio molecular
dynamics (MD) method as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation (VASP)
program with Langevin dynamics. Projector-augmented plane-wave (PAW) potentials30
and Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional were used, with 6s26p2 for Pb, 5s25p5 for
I, 2s22p2 for C, 2s22p3 for N, and 1s1 for H treated as valence states. A plane-wave cut-off
of 500 eV was used. Supercells consisted of 144, 192, and 240 atoms were employed for
both α and γ phases along with a 2×2×2 k-point mesh for Brillouin zone (BZ) sampling.
Thermal trajectories were sampled by a time step of 1.0 fs at 300 K, and electronic selfconsistency criteria was set to 10-5 eV. Enthalpy calculation was performed using the
VASP program31 and a dense k-point mesh with a spacing of 2π × 0.03 Å−1. The van der
Waals (vdW) interactions were taken into account using the optPBE-vdW functional.

6.3 Results and discussion
6.3.1

XRD analysis of FAPbI3

The XRD patterns of synthesized materials are in excellent agreement with the literature
data indicating the high purity of as-made samples. As shown in Figure 6.1, structural
refinement suggests that the α-phase has a Pm3m structure, consistent with recently
reported cubic structure13, while the δ-phase has a P63mc structure2,

11

. The unit cell

parameters are a = 6.3558 Å for α- and a = b = 8.6838 Å, c = 7.9365 Å for δ-phase.
Figure 6.2a shows selected XRD patterns of α-FAPbI3 at high pressure. At 0.34 GPa, the
XRD pattern of α-FAPbI3 exhibits new reflection peaks, indicating the formation of a
new structure (designated as phase II). At 1.67 GPa, another new reflection appeared at
8.8 together with the asymmetrization of several other reflections, indicating the
transition to another phase (phase III). The XRD pattern upon compression to 4 GPa
displays a broad profile at 9.5, indicating lattice amorphization, although a small portion
of the sublattice remains crystalline, similar to other perovskite materials.14-16, 22
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Upon decompression, remarkably, the recovered phase at near ambient pressure exhibits
a pattern similar to phase II instead of the ambient phase I, which can be refined using
phase II structure, indicating an irreversible transition. The refined cell parameters of αFAPbI3 upon compression and decompression are shown in Table 6.1. This observation is
in direct contrast to the recently reported high-pressure behavior of FAPbI3,28 where a
different starting structure was used, which showed no structural transitions at high
pressure. The starting structure of α-FAPbI3 is therefore highly sensitive to the detailed
preparation procedures.
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Figure 6.1 X-ray diffraction patterns of α- (a) and δ- (b) FAPbI3 at ambient
conditions using Co K radiation of =1.7890 Å in comparison with structural
refinement using Pm m (c) and P63mc (d) crystal structures respectively.
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Figure 6.2 XRD patterns of α-FAPbI3 upon compression and decompression (a),
proposed crystal structures of high-pressure phase II (b) and phase III (c) based on
MD simulations, and calculated XRD patterns in comparison with experimental
results at 0.34 GPa (d) and 1.67 GPa (e) using Rietveld refinement.
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Table 6.1 Unit cell parameters of α-FAPbI3 and δ-FAPbI3 at presentative pressures
α-FAPbI3
Pressure
(GPa)

Structure
Phase I Pm3m

b (Å)

c (Å)

V (Å3)

V’ (Å3) a

6.3558

6.3558

256.75

256.75

a (Å)

ambient 6.3558
0.34

12.495

12.490

12.543

1957.5

244.68

1.07

12.245

12.288

12.236

1841.9

230.24

1.67

12.226

12.184

12.358

1841.0

230.12

2.18

12.036

11.986

12.227

1763.9

220.49

3.04

11.911

11.900

12.132

1719.6

214.95

0.01

12.631

12.451

12.660

1991.1

248.89

Phase II Imm2

Phase III Immm

Recovered Imm2
a

V’ is the volume per molecular unit.

δ-FAPbI3
a (Å)

b (Å)

c (Å)

V (Å3)

ambient

8.6838

8.6838

7.9365

518.30

0.34

8.5815

8.5815

7.8337

499.60

0.40

8.5815

8.5815

7.8273

499.19

0.90

8.4508

8.4508

7.7513

479.40

1.77

8.3416

8.3416

7.1443

430.51

Pressure (GPa)

b

The crystal structure used is C2/c in primitive cell with the distorted hexagonal setting

(i.e., α = β  90° and γ 120°). See text.
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α-FAPbI3 has been reported to gradually transform to the δ-phase at ambient conditions.2,
32

However, the diffraction patterns of phase II and III clearly do not match that of the δ-

phase structure, indicating that both are new phases. We performed ab initio molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations to search for possible structures for phase II and III. The
simulation at ambient conditions reveals free rotations of FA molecules and an average
cubic structure, consistent with experimental result. With increasing pressure, the
interactions between FA and PbI6 octahedrons are enhanced, which leads to confined FA
vibrations and unit cell distortions. The most probable structures discovered in the MD
simulations for phase II and III are both orthorhombic with space group Imm2 and Immm,
respectively (Figure 6.2b and 6.2c). Using these structures, the calculated diffraction
patterns excellently reproduced experimental data (Fig 6.2d and 2e), giving reduced cell
parameters of a = 6.2475 Å, b = 6.2450 Å, and c = 6.2714 Å for phase II and a = 6.1132
Å, b = 6.0920 Å and c = 6.1792 Å for phase III structures. Interestingly, the Imm2
structure for α-FAPbI3 is similar to that of β-FASnI311 while the Immm structure is similar
to a MAPbI3 structure found favorable above 2.7 GPa.16 In addition, the enthalpy
calculation (Figure 6.3a) indicates that Imm2 and Immm are indeed low-energy structures
not only with increasing pressures but even at ambient pressure, consistent with the
experimental observation that the recovered phase retains Imm2 structure. Upon
compression, the first phase transition ( Pm3m to Imm2) can be characterized by tilting
between two adjacent PbI6 octahedra as well as distortion of an individual PbI6
octahedron leading to modified Pb-I-Pb angles (166.8, 144.0, and 177.8). The
subsequent Imm2-to-Immm transition features a further distortion of the unit cell, leading
to considerable change of Pb-I-Pb angles to 143.0 and 154.5 but no tilting along the caxis (i.e., Pb-I-Pb angle remains 180). The unit cell parameters as a function of pressure
(Table 6.1 and Figure 6.4a) suggest that the first transition is smooth and continuous but
the second transition at 1.67 GPa has an unusual expansion of the c-axis, and an anomaly
of the unit cell volume at the phase boundary. This unusual behavior could be associated
with the tilting of the PbI6 polyhedron as a result of anisotropic compressibility of the
crystal axes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3 Enthalpies of new crystal structures for α- (a) and δ- (b) phase of FAPbI3
as a function of pressure. Note that the Imm2/Immm structure always has a lower
enthalpy than the cubic α-phase even at ambient pressure. This could be due to an
inadequate estimate of the enthalpy of the cubic α-phase by a static calculation. The
cubic α-phase has free molecule rotations which cannot be accounted for in this
calculation.
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Figure 6.4 Reduced unit cell parameters and volumes of α- (a) and δ- (b) phase of
FAPbI3 as a function of pressure.
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We comparatively investigated the structural stability of δ-FAPbI3 at high pressures using
in situ XRD with selected patterns shown in Figure 6.5a. In contrast to α-FAPbI3, no
distinctive changes of the reflection patterns were observed prior to the amorphization,
indicating that the crystal lattice of δ-FAPbI3 undergoes pressure-induced distortion
rather than major phase transitions. Moreover, partially irreversible structural
modifications were also evident depending on the highest pressure achieved. Ab initio
MD simulations suggest that a monoclinic distortion to a C2/c structure becomes
apparent upon compression, which can also best reproduce the XRD pattern of the δFAPbI3 at high pressures (Figure 6.5b). The cell parameters of the C2/c structure (at 0.34
GPa) are a = 8.7081 Å, b = 14.9724 Å, c = 7.9022 Å and β = 90.6291°. The primitive cell
of the C2/c structure resembles a distorted hexagonal cell, with a = b = 8.6603 Å, c =
7.9022 Å, α = β = 90.3163°, and γ = 119.6346. In addition, for the high-pressure phase
of δ phase, the enthalpy of C2/c vs. pressures suggests that this structure is more
favorable above 1 GPa (Figure 6.3b). Figure 6.6 further illustrates the structural
relationship between the hexagonal and C2/c structures. Evidently, the C2/c structure has
almost identical projection profile as the original hexagonal structure, consistent with the
only slightly modified cell angles. In addition, we found that the δ-phase has confined FA
molecular motions already at ambient conditions so that no rotation modes for the FA
molecules were observed at high pressure. This indicates that the δ-phase has stronger
cation-anion interactions than α-phase, which contributes to the thermodynamic stability
of the former.
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Figure 6.5 XRD patterns of δ-FAPbI3 upon compression and decompression (a).
Calculated XRD patterns of FAPbI3 in comparison with experimental results at 0.34
GPa for δ-FAPbI3 (b) and the corresponding crystal structure in C2/c (c) and
primitive cell representations (d).
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Figure 6.6 The relationship between original hexagonal structure (a) and monoclinic
C2/c structure (b) for δ-phase of FAPbI3 upon compression. The C2/c structure is
shown in the primitive unit cell for comparison.

6.3.2

IR analysis of FAPbI3

To explore the pressure effects on the FA moiety and cation-anion interactions, we
performed in situ FTIR spectroscopy (Figure 6.7 and 6.8). In the mid-IR region, the
optical absorption is exclusively attributed to the vibrations from organic FA
(H2N+=CHNH2) (Table 6.2). Upon compression, the pressure dependence (Table 6.3)
collectively exhibits discontinuities at 0.5 and 1.7 GPa for α-FAPbI3, in agreement with
the identified transition boundaries. The pressure-induced profile broadening above 4
GPa is also consistent with the structural amorphization suggested by XRD
measurements. Most of observed IR modes, especially the N-H and C-H stretching region
(3250-3400 cm-1), exhibit a prominent red shift in the entire compression region for both
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α- and δ-FAPbI3 (Table 6.3 and 6.4), indicating pressure-induced enhancement of
hydrogen bond interactions. The pressure-induced mode softening of the X-H bond has
been widely accepted as strong evidence for the formation and enhancement of the XHY hydrogen bond causing the weakening of the X-H bond.33 MD simulation reveals
that the rotations of FA molecules are reduced at high pressure to ordered oscillations (C
as the pivot point), which engages a stronger hydrogen bonding between the FA and PbI6
via highly effective HI interactions, with the shortest HI distance of 2.4 Å (Figure
6.9). In contrast to the MA-based counterparts, the FA perovskite is clearly influenced by
hydrogen bonding, which, in turn, causes the polymorphic transitions to be significantly
different from the former.
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Figure 6.7 FTIR spectra of α-FAPbI3 upon compression (a) and pressure
dependence of selected IR modes (b) and (c).
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Table 6.2 Assignment of IR peaks of α-FAPbI3 and δ-FAPbI3
Frequency (cm-1)
Assignment
α-FAPbI3

δ-FAPbI3

587

602

-C-H rock

1049

1048

=C-H bending

1173

1171

C-N stretching

1354

1353

C-N stretching

1616

1615

N-H bending

1712

1711

C=N stretching

3268

3268

C-H stretching

3332

3329

Overtone of N-H bending

3355

3354

N-H symmetric stretching

3403

3399

N-H asymmetric stretching

160

Figure 6.9 Schematic hydrogen bonding interactions between FA and PbI 6
polyhedra in Imm2 structure at 0.34 GPa (a) and in Immm structure at 1.67GPa (b).
The distances of H···I ranging from 2.4 Å to 3.2 Å, i.e., those in strong to moderate
hydrogen bonding region, are highlighted by yellow lines. Hydrogen bonds are
clearly more populated and symmetric, in the Immm structure.
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Table 6.3 Pressure dependence of selected IR modes of α-FAPbI3 on compression
dν/dp (cm-1·GPa-1)
Frequency
(cm-1)a

Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

(< 0.5 GPa)

(0.5 – 1.7 GPa)

(1.7 – 8.2 GPa)

-6.8

-4.1

705
1010

-3.7

-2.8

-1.6

1049

-5.4

-3.4

-1.2

1127

-19.9

-0.8

1.3

1175

-16.4

-9.2

1354

-5.9

-1.9

1400

a

-1.4
-1.2

1526

-3.7

-2.0

-2.4

1712

-0.9

0.8

0.3

3269

-11.7

-3.4

-2.5

3332

-15.4

-7.2

-3.1

3355

-6.7

-1.0

3400

-10.6

-1.5

Data measured at 0.04 GPa and room temperature.

-3.9
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Table 6.4 Pressure dependence of selected IR modes of δ-FAPbI3 on compression
dν/dp (cm-1·GPa-1)
Frequency
(cm-1)a

602

Phase I

Phase II

(< 2.0 GPa)

(2.0 – 8.5 GPa)

-3.5

-0.9

702

-5.3

1010

-2.8

-1.6

1125

-8.1

1.7

1171

-16.9

1332

a

-1.9

1353

-3.8

-1.5

1385

7.3

-1.9

1615

-5.6

-4.5

1711

0.9

0.6

3271

-8.8

-2.2

3329

-6.1

-3.4

3354

-4.3

3400

-6.0

Data measured at 0.15 GPa and room temperature.

-2.2
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6.3.3

Optical response of FAPbI3

Critical to photovoltaics applications, optical response of FAPbI3 was examined as a
function of pressure using an optical microscope (Figure 6.10a and 6.11) and PL
spectroscopy (Figure 6.10b and 6.10c). Upon compression to 4.5 GPa near the
amorphization threshold, α-FAPbI3 gradually changes from black to a prominent red and
maintains this color at higher pressures. The color reverses to black after pressure release.
In contrast, the δ-phase initially remains yellow but gradually darkens to orange at 6.4
GPa, and finally becomes red at higher pressures. Unique piezochromism observed here
when compared to other organolead halide perovskite materials14-15, 22 suggests that the
optical properties of perovskite materials are structure-dependent and cation-specific.
At ambient pressure, a PL peak was observed at 838 nm (1.48 eV) for α-FAPbI3, close to
the band gap energy (1.45 eV). On compression, the peak shifted to red and exhibited a
split profile with an additional PL channel. The pressure-induced additional PL channel
was

also

observed

in

hybrid

organolead

halide

perovskite

materials

(e.g.,

MAPb(Br0.6I0.4)3)14. Therefore, it is highly likely that the non-equivalent iodine ligands in
the pressure-distorted PbI6 octahedra give rise to new PL states. Upon further
compression, the major PL channel underwent an abrupt red shift at 1.73 GPa. Above 3.6
GPa, both channels were suppressed. Upon decompression, the PL was recovered with a
modified profile and peak position of 824 nm. The evolution of PL peaks shows that the
band gap energy reaches a minimum of 1.42 eV at about 3 GPa and then increases. This
is in contrast to a recent optical measurement on α-FAPbI3, where the band gap has a
monotonic reduction under pressure (to 1.337 eV)28 in a single structure. Without
structural changes, the lattice contraction would play the major role in regulating the PL
energy levels. With the lattice distortion and amorphization, however, they outweigh the
lattice contraction and lead to the widening of the band gap and total suppression of the
PL activity.22 Moreover, the pressure-induced new PL channels provide a new approach
in tuning optical properties in addition to traditional chemical approaches.
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Figure 6.10 Optical micrographs of α-FAPbI3 upon compression and recovery (a),
PL spectra of α-FAPbI3 upon compression and decompression (b) and the
corresponding pressure dependence (c).
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Figure 6.11 In situ high-pressure optical micrographs of δ-FAPbI3 in a diamond
anvil cell.
The electronic band structure and density of states (DOS) (Figure 6.12 and 6.13) reveal
that in FAPbI3 the valence bands are dominated by I 5p orbitals. The FA cation has
notable contributions to only the conduction bands. The α-FAPbI3 is a direct band gap
semiconductor with a calculated band gap energy of 1.35 eV at ambient pressure. The
experimental band gap energies are well matched to the Imm2 and Immm structures. With
increasing pressure, the band structures do not have fundamental changes (Figure 6.13),
but the band gap energy decreases (Figure 6.12b). This agrees with the experiment except
the amorphization-induced band gap change near 3 GPa cannot be examined in
crystalline phase. The reduction of the band gap suggests a greater level of orbital overlap
in the PbI6 octahedra, which is naturally induced by the Pb-I bond contraction at high
pressure. The FA cations, on the other hand, only have a minor role in determining the
band gap. The δ-FAPbI3 has an indirect band gap with Eg=2.5 eV at ambient pressure,
which also reduces with pressure (Figure 6.14). At high pressure, the δ-phase is distorted
to a C2/c structure, which has a larger band gap compared to the undistorted P63mc
phase. Here the increase of the band gap is due to the distortion within the PbI6 octahedra,
which deviates from ideal Oh geometry to a distorted square-planar configuration, as a
result of molecular tiling and meshing at high pressure. Apparently, the band gaps in both
structures can be tuned effectively within a few GPa range. This suggests the possibility
of functional manipulation of larger band gap materials to photovoltaic active materials
utilizing the externally applied pressure.
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Figure 6.12 Band structures and projected DOS of α-FAPbI3 (a) at ambient
pressure and calculated bandgap energy vs pressure (b).
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Figure 6.14 Band structures and projected density of states (DOS) of δ-FAPbI3 for
the hexagonal phase at ambient pressure (a) and 1.4 GPa (b), and for the C2/c phase
at 1.7 GPa (c) and 3.0 GPa (d), as well as the calculated bandgap energy as a
function of pressure (e).
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6.3.4

Electrical measurements of FAPbI3

Finally, we investigated the EC of both polymorphs, as shown in Figure 6.15. Near
ambient pressure, the α- and δ-FAPbI3 have respective resistance of 1.1  109 and 1.7 
1011 Ohm. The resistance difference is consistent with the relative order of the band gap
energies (i.e., 1.45 vs 2.48 eV) and the direct vs indirect band structures as well.
However, the absolute values for both polymorphs are surprisingly high for a
semiconductor. Here the sample size, thickness, particle packing, grain boundaries, as
well as the distortion of the FA cations may physically influence the electrical
measurement.
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Figure 6.15 Electrical resistance of α- and δ-phase of FAPbI3 as a function of
pressure. The inset shows detailed comparison of the electrical resistance of α- and
δ-phase of FAPbI3 in the pressure region of 0-5 GPa.
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With increasing pressure, the resistance of α-FAPbI3 reduced significantly to 3.1  108
Ohm at 2.6 GPa, but for δ-FAPbI3, the reduction was minor (Figure 6.15 inset). The
dramatic reduction in the former coincides with the structural transitions, while the minor
change in the latter is a reflection of structural distortion to a less degree. For both cases,
the pressure-induced reduction can be attributed to contraction of the PbI6 octahedra.
Upon compression to 4.5 GPa, the resistance of α-FAPbI3 rapidly increased by 2 orders
of magnitude followed by a plateau region until 15 GPa (11 GPa for δ-phase), where the
conductivity was predominated by amorphization.22 After that, the conductivity
dramatically increased by over 9 orders of magnitude as a result of compression to
around 35 GPa for both polymorphs, indicating the appearance of a metallic state. To
verify this, we performed low-temperature measurements of resistance at different
pressures (Figure 6.16). From the contrasting temperature dependence of resistance of
semiconductors and metals, we can propose that the semiconductor-to-metal transitions
for α- and δ-FAPbI3 occur at 53 GPa and 41 GPa, respectively. The pressure-induced
metallization of FAPbI3 is consistent with theoretical predictions of monotonic
decreasing band gap energies.
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Figure 6.16 Temperature dependence of DC electrical resistance of α- (a) and δ- (b)
phase FAPbI3 measured at different pressures. The inset shows the DC electrical
resistance of α (a) and δ (b) at 32 GPa and 27 GPa respectively.
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6.4 Conclusions and Summary
Overall, the XRD, IR, PL and electrical measurements collectively revealed contrasting
stabilities of two polymorphs of FAPbI3. The optical and electrical properties of αFAPbI3 are more susceptible to external compression, indicating lower stability compared
to δ-FAPbI3, which is consistent with reported relative chemical stabilities. In
photovoltaic applications, pressure-tuned new polymorphs from promising precursors
offer excellent opportunities to develop performance-improved devices. It would be
particularly interesting to evaluate the pressure-modified materials (e.g., recovered Imm2
structure) in the fabrication of solar cell devices. Moreover, our observations suggest that
although the FA cations have limited contribution to the properties, they influence the
overall structural stability via cation-anion interactions topologically. So far, studies on
perovskite materials are primarily focused on the mixed halide moiety in the form of
MAPbIxBr3-x. It would be interesting to explore the possibility of mixing cations, such as
MAxFA(1-x)PbBr3 or MAxFA(1-x)PbI3 for structural studies and photovoltaic applications.
In summary, we investigated structures and properties of FAPbI3 in two polymorphs
comparatively by using in situ synchrotron XRD, FTIR spectroscopy, PL spectroscopy,
EC measurements, and ab initio simulations. We observed two phase transitions for αFAPbI3 at 0.3 and 1.7 GPa but only structural distortions for δ-FAPbI3 upon compression.
The new structures were identified using XRD with the assistance of MD simulations.
The structural modifications in both polymorphs are strongly mediated by the hydrogen
bond, as manifested by in situ FTIR spectroscopy unambiguously. The α-FAPbI3 exhibits
pressure-dependent PL activities revealing structure-regulated band gaps, which was
excellently reproduced by DFT calculations. Finally, α- and δ-FAPbI3 exhibit strongly
contrasting pressure-regulated dc conductivities in the low-pressure region, but both
approach to metallic states at high pressures. These observations suggest that external
compression can not only reveal contrasting structural stabilities but effectively tune the
optoelectric properties of both polymorphs. Our study thus provides valuable insight into
the design and engineering of organolead halide perovskite-based solar cell materials.
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Chapter 7

7

Summary and future work

7.1 Summary
Energy storage materials have attracted increasing attention due to the environmental
concerns and the reducing energy reserves, such as hydrogen storage materials and
perovskite solar cell materials. Much progress has been made to develop new materials
and improve their properties in the recent years. Moreover, pressure has been widely used
as a powerful tool in the discovery of new materials with peculiar structures and
properties. Therefore, applying high pressure on energy storage materials will provide a
unique chance to reveal the pressure-induced phase transitions and the modified
properties of these materials. In this thesis, we used in-situ high-pressure vibrational
spectroscopy and synchrotron radiation to examine the structural stability of three
hydrogen storage materials (NaNH2BH3, N2H4BH3 and BH3NH2CH2CH2NH2BH3) and
solar cell material FAPbI3. Furthermore, the evolution of intermolecular interactions of
all materials and pressure-tuned properties of FAPbI3 were also investigated under high
pressure.
In chapter 3, NaNH2BH3 was synthesized by ball-milling method. Two phase transitions
were identified at around 1.0 and 2.7 GPa by IR, Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron
XRD. The first phase transition is an isostructural phase transition with the different
orientation of the NaNH2BH3 molecules. While the second phase transition is a major
structural transformation from orthorhombic to monoclinic. The crystal structures of two
new phases are proposed to be Pbca and P21/c. The pressure-induced phase transition is
irreversible because the recovered phase exhibits a profile similar to phase II. Moreover,
the N-H stretching bands of NaNH2BH3 were observed to be blue-shifted, indicating the
absence of dihydrogen bonds in the structure of NaNH2BH3. Finally, the electrostatic
interaction between Na+ and (NH2BH3)- plays an important role to stabilize the structure
of NaNH2BH3.
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In chapter 4, N2H4BH3 was synthesized by wet-chemistry method. No phase transition
was observed upon compression to near 20 GPa, indicating the high stability of the
structure. In contrast to other B-N compounds, dihydrogen bonding in HB exhibits
blueshift during the compression, which could be explained by the rearrangement of the
dihydrogen bonding in the network of the structure.
In chapter5, another hydrogen storage material EDAB was investigated under high
pressure by IR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy and synchrotron XRD. Two phase
transitions were observed at around 1.0 and 7.0 GPa. The new phase were proposed to be
P2/c and Pmmm. Our analysis suggests that the motion of the molecules and the
rearrangement of the dihydrogen bonding should be responsible for the phase transitions.
The pressure-induced dihydrogen bonding enhancement was also observed during the
compression. The pressure-induced phase transitions is mostly reversible with slight
modifications.
In chapter 6, FAPbI3 perovskite was investigated in two polymorphs at high pressures
using in situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction, FTIR spectroscopy, photoluminescence (PL)
spectroscopy, electrical conductivity (EC) measurements, and ab initio calculations. We
identified two new structures (i.e., Imm2 and Immm) for α-FAPbI3, but only a structural
distortion (in C2/c) for δ-FAPbI3 on compression. Pressure-enhanced hydrogen bond
plays a prominent role in structural modifications, as corroborated by FTIR spectroscopy.
PL measurements and calculations consistently show pressure-tuned bandgap energies.
Finally, EC measurements reveal drastically different transport properties of α and δ
FAPbI3 at low pressures, but a common trend to metallic states at high pressures. All
these observations suggest strongly contrasting structural stabilities and pressure-tuned
optoelectric properties of the two FAPbI3 polymorphs.
Therefore, our studies provide insights into the pressure-tuned structures and properties
of the materials. The structures and intermolecular interaction of these energy storage
materials could be effectively tuned under high pressure, which could shed light on the
designing of the new hydrogen storage material by substituting the hydrogen atoms on
either B or N atoms to modify the reactivity of B-H and N-H bonds. Finally, our
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investigation provides valuable insight into the design and engineering of perovskitebased solar cell materials.

7.2 Future work
For the hydrogen storage materials, it would be particularly interesting to study the
hydrogen containing complex under high pressure. As introduced in Chapter 1, the
formation of NH3BH3-H2 complex would inspire the synthesis of more such materials
under high pressure.1 These novel complexes can store a substantial amount of extra
hydrogen. Therefore, investigating the possibility of synthesizing hydrogen containing
complexes, such as NaAB-H2, HB-H2 and EDAB-H2 under high pressure can further
enhance the understanding of the structures of these materials, leading to the formation of
more hydrogen containing complexes. Moreover, theoretical calculations can greatly help
us to understand the origin of the phase transitions and the behavior of dihydrogen
bonding of these materials under high pressure.
On the other hand, the studies on perovskite materials are primarily focused on the mixed
halide moiety in the form of MAPbIxBr3−x. It would be interesting to explore the
possibility of mixing cations, such as MAxFA(1−x)PbBr3 or MAxFA(1−x)PbI3 for structural
studies and photovoltaic applications. Moreover, the environmental concern of heavy
metal content of organic lead halide have led to the design of new metal-halide perovskite
materials, such as CsSnX3 (X = Cl, Cl0.5Br0.5, Br, Br0.5I0.5, I).2 Therefore, the
development of Sn- and Sb-based perovskites will offer new insights into the suitability
of these materials for PV applications.
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Appendix A Refinement results of NaAB

Figure A 1 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
NaAB at 1.33 GPa using Rietveld refinement
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Figure A 2 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
NaAB at 2.30 GPa using Rietveld refinement

Figure A 3 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
NaAB at 2.85 GPa using Rietveld refinement
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Figure A 4 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
NaAB at 4.26 GPa using Rietveld refinement

Figure A 5 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
NaAB at 7.16 GPa using Rietveld refinement
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Figure A 6 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
NaAB at 10.37 GPa using Rietveld refinement

Figure A 7 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
NaAB at 14.41 GPa using Rietveld refinement
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Appendix B Refinement results of HB

Figure B 1 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 1.53 GPa using Le Bail refinement
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Figure B 2 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 1.88 GPa using Le Bail refinement

Figure B 3 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 2.47 GPa using Le Bail refinement
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Figure B 4 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 2.90 GPa using Le Bail refinement

Figure B 5 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 3.39 GPa using Le Bail refinement
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Figure B 6 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 3.89 GPa using Le Bail refinement

Figure B 7 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 4.45 GPa using Le Bail refinement
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Figure B 8 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 5.32 GPa using Le Bail refinement

Figure B 9 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 6.28 GPa using Le Bail refinement
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Figure B 10 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 7.22 GPa using Le Bail refinement

Figure B 11 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 8.52 GPa using Le Bail refinement
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Figure B 12 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 10.41 GPa using Le Bail refinement

Figure B 13 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 12.50 GPa using Le Bail refinement
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Figure B 14 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of HB
at 16.50 GPa using Le Bail refinement
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Appendix C Refinement results of EDAB

Figure C 1 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
EDAB at 0.43 GPa using Rietveld refinement
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Figure C 2 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
EDAB at 0.72 GPa using Rietveld refinement

Figure C 3 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
EDAB at 2.41 GPa using Le Bail refinement
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Figure C 4 Calculated XRD pattern in comparison with experimental results of
EDAB at 14.72 GPa using Le Bail refinement
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